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short time peopCe witt begin to exchange the traditional greet-

“Merry CfLri$tmas!”For soine of iisthU greeting may have become
and inexpressive through excessive repetition.

iruj;

trite
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word “merry” another (ook. Webster defines it as
of fun and laughter; lively and cheerful; mirthful.” Some

oughtto give

“fuil

the

synonyms are “sprightly/’ “sportive,

“It
JAr

L-

erry”

would seem

to be a

good description

f or

someonewho has

received a priceless gift, the gift cf Jesus Christ, the gift of

salvation. “Merry” too
love is kindled, a love

and

” “vivacious.”

is

the

wordfor

a

person in

which flows outfreely

to

whom

a

reciprocating

family, friends, neighbors

humanity. In this Advent season, let us be merry in the
assurance cf God’s abundant love and merry in our own abundant love

w

all of

for others.

wishyou

a

Merry Christmas.
John and Jeanne Jacobson
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many

pupils encounter the sociologicaldiscipline
for the first time.

Published for Alumni, Friends and Parents
Hope College by the Office of Public
Relations. Should you receive more than one
copy, please pass it on to someone in your
community. An overlap of Hope College
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unavoidable.

In early October, Dr. Nemeth was one of
two Hope professors who sponsored a
student trip to Washington, D.C. Seventy
students participated in meetings with
Michigan’ssenators and joined in the
national March for the Homeless.
Dr. Nemeth has also been active in
several sociological associations. In 1985
he was responsible for organizingand
conducting the annual meeting of the
Michigan Sociological Association. In

of
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the Association elected him president in
1986.
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is currently

developing a social

science research center to be housed at

Hope College.
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It is

hoped

that the research

become a major source of
practical research experiencefor Hope
center will
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NOTICE OF NONDISCRIMINATION:Hope

STATE’S BEST:

Dr. Roger J.

Nemeth
Hope,

was designatedMichigan’s Outstanding
SociologyProfessor of the Year on Saturday,
Oct. 28.
In an awards ceremony at the annual
Michigan Sociological Associationmeeting, held at Aquinas College in Grand
Rapids, Mich. , Dr. Nemeth was honored in
the category that included all of Michigan’s
four-year colleges. Dr. Nemeth was recognized for his outstanding record as a teacher
and scholar.
Selection for designation as Professor of

students. In addition, the research center is

Robert N. DeYoung '56

expected to contribute to a better understanding of the social and economic health
of Holland and its environs.

Student course evaluations are particularly
important, as are recommendations from
faculty and administrators.
Dr. Nemeth was nominated by Hope
College and chosen by a selection committee composed of sociologistsfrom throughout Michigan.
He is widely respected in sociological

Chapter of the National Society of Fund-

circles for his studies of population trends

Raising Executives

in

Third World cities. His research has taken

him to the PacificRim as a Fulbright Fellow
and the Middle East on a Malone Fellowship.
Dr. Nemeth’s classroom activitieshave

the Year is based on extensive review of the

reflectedhis broad research interests. He

nominees’ academic and teaching records.

particularlyappreciated by his students for

is

DEYOUNG HONORED:

Robert

N

DeYoung ’56, vice president for advancement at Hope College,was presentedthe
1989 Benjamin Franklin Award for fund
raising management by the West Michigan
(NSFRE) at a ceremony

Grand Rapids, Mich, in conjunction with
NationalPhilanthropyDay on Nov. 10.
The award recognizesan outstanding
professional in the fund raising field who
has demonstrated creative and exemplary
leadership, a continuinginvolvement in
(see “CAMPUS” on page 3)
in

College is committed to the concept of equal
rights,

equal opportunities and equal protection
will also face

under the law. Hope College admits students
of

more frequently as

the profit

of internationalbusiness continues to shrink

any race, color,national and ethnic origin,

—

sex, creed or handicap to all the rights,

the globe

privileges, programs and activitiesgenerally

unique approaches needed to work with

accordedor made available to students at Hope
College,including the administration of its
educational policies, admissions policies,
scholarship and loan programs, and athletic
and other school-administered
programs.With
regard to employment, the College complies
with all legal requirementsprohibiting
discrimination in employment.

different cultures.

On

the Cover:

Our cover this issue address two
different — and relevant

—

themes.

First, the winter scene and Jacobsons'

Christmas message serve to remind us
of the holiday season. Second, the

Harbor” by
Susan Van Dis '77 Campbell, was one
of the 40 works displayed in the Alumni
Invitational II art show — and the
cover illustration,“Winter

middle eight pages of this issue contain
excerpts from both the show and

Alumni Opus 1989.
Although Alumni Invitational II has
closed, copies of

Alumni Opus 1989,

the alumni literary magazine, are still

Anyone interested in a copy
Alumni Opus 1989 should send

available.
of

requests to: “Office of Public Relations;

Hope

TWO

College; Holland, Mich

.

49423 ”
.

“You have

was the need to understand the

to have the

power

Quote, unquote

is

an eclectic sampling of

Mohammad “Moe” Nozari ’65 never saw
Hope College before he arrived on campus
for his freshman year. Bom in Iran, he was
selected to attend college in the United
States through a program known as “Friends
of the Middle East.”
They gave him three options, and Hope
was the obvious choice. “I didn’t know what
Swarthmore meant. I didn’t know what
Amherst meant. I knew what Hope meant,”
he said. “I said, T’ll go.’ ”
After graduatingfrom Hope, Nozari
went on to earn a doctorate in chemistry
from the University of Detroit, and

is

now

employed as general manager of the
Consumer Specialties Divisionof 3M. He
returned to the Hope campus in November
to discuss “Global Marketing” at a businesscommunity breakfast and meet with Hope
marketing classes.
Nozari travels extensively on behalf of
3M, which markets its productsglobally
and has subsidiaries around the world. He
explainedthat one of the challenges faced
by the company — a challengethat others

what

He noted that for 3M, continued development of the global marketplace is primary
goal. Nozari believes that India, China, the

they call ‘lateral thinking’ — not assuming

Soviet Union and Greece are particularly

same things
as the people in Madrid,” Nozari said.
The importanceof lateral thinking struck
Nozari when developing a commercial for
use world-wide.The commercial, which
depicted a glamorous female detective
encounteringsuccessful uses of the company’s “Scotch-Brite” microwave cookware
soap pads, was extremelywell received by
a Paris test audience.
But hot in Spain.
“We tested it in Madrid. It absolutely
bombed,” Nozari said. “That was the end
of that staff program of making one
commercial to run all over the world.”
Demonstratinglateral thinking in another
way, in China 3M accepts its payment in
kind rather than in cash. The company is
paid in silk, which it then trades or sells
elsewhere.
In Japan, the company initially encountered a difficult environmentthat restricted
foreign-held industry — and cost money.
3M counteredby developing a partnership
with a Japanese holding company. “And it
is our largest subsidiary in the world,”
Nozari said.
A key to succeeding in such endeavors,
according to Nozari, is strategicplanning.

attractive — the first three because they are
highly-populated,
relatively-untapped
markets; Greece because it is a “gateway to
the Middle East.”

that the people in Paris like the

things being said at or about Hope College.

to do

which he explainedas “an understanding
of what you are today and of what you want
to be in the future.”

“So when you add

it

up, you’re talking

about population and business potentialthat
is four times

what we have today,” Nozari

said.

“Moe” Nozari

'65 has had an opportu-

nity to contribute his insightsin

Hope’s own

strategic planning process,Hope in the

Future. He served on the committee
“Academic Strenghts Now and in the
Future."
Nozari’ s travelsincludefour lengthy trips
to

Europe each year and three to Southeast

Asia. His permanent residenceis in St.
Paul, Minn., where he lives with his wife

and son.
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VanderWerf’s vision

is

realized in scholarship
of

he VandcrWcrf ScholarsProgram is
one of many ways that the legacy
President Calvin VandcrWcrf lives on

of the

at

Hope

distance events.

College.

Dr. VandcrWcrf. the college's eighth
president and himself a 1937

Hope

graduate, died on July 18. 1988 — short

weeks before the first VandcrWcrf
Scholar stalled at Hope. However, the
program he envisionedis being carried
forward by his family and friends.
"The program selects high school
seniors who will be leaders in the

academic sense and want
with

their

to

do something

lives." said Rachel

VandcrWcrf.

President VanderWerf'swidow.
hope

to

"We

get them together, perhaps a

also

few

presently uncertain of his major, but
interestedin chemistry. He

is a

is

member

swim team and competes

in

Schaap is a graduate of Barrington
High School, and has distinguished a
busy first year at Hope as freshman
orator during Nykerk. She hopes to
pursue

a

career in internationalrelations

and plans to eventually find

employment

overseas.

—

Her parents are both Hope alumni
James Schaap '63 and Linda Selander
‘64 Schaap.
Rachel VandcrWcrf said that the
scholarship fund has been made possible
through the generosity of several per-

times a year, so that they can share their

sons. "Many people have contributed to

ideas and excitement."

this

The fobr-ycarscholarships arc conferred upon selected incoming freshmen
who demonstratea genuine sense of

funding for the scholarship will continue
to

intellectual ism. potential leadership

from the program and President Vander-

fund." she said.
She added that her hope

grow

so that

is that

more students can benefit

during the 1988-89 academic year, and

Werf's vision.
President VanderWerf once described
educationas “the business of building
greatness into lives." During the college's honors convocation in 1969 he
told the students "Position yourself to be
able to apply some of the accumulated

three students are currently VandcrWcrf

wisdom

Scholars: sophomore Brian Keas of Grand

crushing problems of our day, for we all

ability, a

commitment

to a life of service,

and creativity anJ independent thinking.

Each recipient must have graduated in
the lop 15 percent of their high school
class and be a full-timestudent at

The awards were made for the

Rapids. Mich,

;

Hope.

first

time

freshman Ken Overway of

Holland. Mich.: and freshmanAlison

Schaap of Barrington. III.
Keas is a graduateof Kenowa Hills
High School and holds his designation
as a VandcrWcrf Scholar for a second
year. He plans to pursue graduate studies
in biology, probablv emphasizing
research in ecology. He and Overway are
roommates at Hope.
Overway graduated from Holland
High School. Like many freshmen he is

CAMPUS
(continued from page 2)

know
ills
\

of the

human

race to the

that in curing the

overwhelming

of our society there will be no easy

ictories."

In his name, the VanderWerf Scholars
Program is helping today's students

prepare for curing those
I

Editor

'.v

ills.

note: Without the assistance

programs such as the VanderWerf
Scholarship,many students would not
he able to pursue a college education.
For more information on financial aid
at Hope College,see page 5.)
of

Dow Corning in Midland. Mich.
Under DeYoung's leadership. Hope

for

for student affairsin 1972.

DeYoung

has been involvedwith fund

when

College has been recognized nationallysix

raising at the college since 1974.

professional development activities, and a

times in the past 12 years for outstanding

.commitment to the organization's code of
ethics and professional practices.
"When I think of Bob DeYoung as head
of our advancement office. I think of his
great loyalty to and affection for Hope
College."said President Dr. John H.'
Jacobson. "That affection has permeated
the feelingsour constituencies have toward
Hope College. Bob knows Hope College.
He knows and loves the people."
"Bob has worked at mastering-his
profession." President Jacobson noted. "He
came into the profession at a strategic point
in the college's history and has developed
a program that is highly respected throughout the higher educationadvancement
community."
Kermit Campbell, chairman of the
adv ancement committee of the Board of
Trustees, echoed President Jacobson's
feelings. "If you couple Bob's enthusiasm
and love for Hope College with his personal
values you hav e a winning combination —
and Hope comes out the winner."said
Campbell, who is also group vice president

fund raising management among the
nation's colleges and universitiesby the
Council for Advancementand Support of
Education (CASE) and the USX Foundation. During 1987 and 1988. the college
received theCASE/USX award for the best
total development program among all U.S.
undergraduatecolleges with more than
10.000 alumni.
As a direct result of DeYoung's leadership
and efforts,the college's endowment has
grown from ,$2.8 million in 1974 to $24. 2
million in 1989. and more than $30 million
has been raised for new construction and
facility improvements in the past decade.
Additionally, during 1988-89 44 percent
of the college's alumni participated in the
Alumni Annual Fund, compared to a
national average of 34 percent for liberal
ails colleges and universitieslike Hope.

was appointed vice president for development and college relations.In 1987. the
college's development and public relations
departments were reorganizedinto its
present advancement division.
He graduated from Hope in 1956 with a
bachelor's degree and earned a master's
degree from Western Michigan University
in 1959. While at Hope he letteredin
football and track for three years.
He and his wife. Marcia '55. live in
Holland. They have three children. Todd
'80. Jane

DeYoung '81

he

Slettcand Katy '88.

ALBUM AVAILABLE: Diri Samba.

in 1966. was appointed dean of students in

the first album produced by the Hope
College Jazz Ensemble in 10 years, is
available in the Hope-Geneva Bookstore
and through the Hope College music
department.
Two of the songs we written by director
Bob Thompson, assistantprofessor of
music at Hope. One of the selections
features a poem written by Jack Ridl.
associate professor of English. The cover
was designed by Del Michel, professor of

1968 and was promoted to vice president

art.

DeYoung has been
staff since 1965.

He

a

member of

first

the

Hope

serv ed as associate

directorof admissions, became dean of

NEWS FROM HOPE COLLEGE. DECEMBER

1989

men

The album takes its title from the song
"Divi Samba." written by Professor
Thompson, who explained that the song has
a latin flavor and was originallywritten on
the Caribbean island of Aruba, where he
performed three years ago. The piece takes
its name from the "Divi Divi" tree, which
is plentifulon the island. “Samba" means
music.
Another selectionby Thompson is “Late
Night Jazz Station. Coach Listening

Mid-Season." which integratesthe Hope
College Jazz Chamber Ensemble, directed
by John Shea, and a poem written and
narrated by Professor Ridl

.

Other

compos-

ers represented include Dizzy Giliespie.

Duke Ellington. Horace Silver. Bob Mintzer
and Jeff Beal.
Divi Samba, released by Mark Records,
was recorded

at

River City Studios

in

Grand

Rapids. Mich, on April 8-9. Professor

Thompson

said that the recording session

was a memorable experiencefor the
students. The jazz ensemble has 17

members.
Divi Samba is availableon compact disc
for $15. record for $9 and cassettefor $

1

0

.

In addition to being available at the

(see

"NOTES"

on page 6)

THREE

EVENTS
ADMISSIONS

CHRISTMAS VESPERS ON THE AIR
More

Visitation

than 50 radio stations have indicated they will

Days

rebroadcast the 1989 ChristmasVespers service during

For prospective Hope students, including transfers, high

the holiday season. Contact the station in your area for

school juniors and seniors. Visitationsare intended to

the day and time.

show students and

ARIZONA

WCSR-AM/FM

Hillsdale -

Window Rock - KHAC-AM

Holland -

of a

COLORADO
Breen - KLLY-AM

CONNECTICUT
Middletown -

WIHS-FM

GEORGIA
WGEC-FM
WRAF-FM

Springfield -

Tocoa Falls -

WVOP-AM

Vidalia -

ILLINOIS
Carlinville-

Chicago Elmhurst-

WIBI-FM

St.

Paul

KDMI-FM
KCMR-FM

NEW YORK
WDOE-AM
Syracuse- WMHR-FM

WYFR-AM

— KDCR-FM
Center — KTSB-FM

Sioux Center
Sioux

Spencer-

-

WEEC-FM
Zanesville - WCVZ-FM
Springfield —

WSHO-AM

MICHIGAN

TENNESSEE

Benton Harbor — WHFB-FM
Cheboygan — WCBY-AM
Coldwater- WNWN-FM
Escanaba — WDBC-AM
Frankfort -

VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg

WBNZ-FM

Grand Rapids Grand Rapids -

WHCB-FM

Bristol-

—

WEMC-FM

WISCONSIN

WCSG-FM
WFUR-FM

Sheboygan —

WKTS-AM

ACADEMIC CALENDAR
Fall Semester (1989)

Dec. 11-15, Monday-Friday — Semester examinations
Dec. 15, Friday — Residence halls close at 5 p.m.
Spring Semester (1990)
Jan. 7, Sunday — Residence halls open at noon
Jan. 8, Monday — Registration for new students from
3-5 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
Jan. 9, Tuesday — Classes begin at 8 a.m.
May 4, Friday — Residence halls close .at 5 p.m. for
those not participating in

May
May

5, Saturday —
6,

Sunday

—

Commencement

WINTER CONVOCATION
Hope College will hold its winter convocation on
Thursday, Jan. 25 at 7:30 p.m in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel. An honorary degree will be conferredupon
David Allan Hubbard, who has been president and
professor of Old Testament at Fuller Theological
Seminary since 1963.

KNICKERBOCKER THEATRE
8th Street

Distant Voices, Still Lives

—

Dec.

8-

14, 7 and 9

p.m.

nightly (except Thurs., 9 p.m. only).
Field of Honor — Dec. 15-21, 7 and 9 p.m. nightly.
A Taxing Woman — Dec. 29-Jan. 4, 7 p.m. nightly
Admission: $4 for adults, $3 for senior citizens and
Hope College students. For more informationcall the
Knickerbockerat (616) 392-8167.

FOUR

Great PerformanceSeries — Thursday, Jan.
featuring Carl Halvorson, tenor:

Saturday, Feb. 17, 1990.
9 a.m. — Registration
10 a.m. — Seminars:
“A Vision of India" — Boyd Wilson
"MysteriousHappenings" — Jeanne Jacobson
"From Russia with Love: The Hope College Chapel
Choir Tours the Soviet Union" — Roger Rietberg and
choir members.
”11:15 a.m. — Rendezvouswith History
“Nature and Man: Partnership vs. Acid Reign",
several Hope faculty portray famous historicalpersons
who have something to say about the environment.
12:30 p.m. — Luncheon
Featured will be George and Roberta Kraft in "Lerner
and Lowe: Broadway’s Last Romantics.”
3 p.m. — MIAA Men’s Basketballversus Adrian
College in the Holland Civic Center. Halftime will
feature special activities involving the audience.

Admissionto all Winter Happening activities is free except
for the luncheon,which costs $6, and the basketball
game. Tickets for the game cost $3 for adults and $1 for
students.

For additional information, contact the Office of Public
Relations at (616) 394-7860.

Alumni Day

Downtown Holland on

THE ARTS
11:

Dimnent Memorial

Chapel. 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, Jan. 21
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Student Recital — Thursday, Feb. 1: Wichers
Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Great PerformanceSeries — Thursday, February 8:
featuring David Fedele. flutist; Dimnent Memorial
Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert — Sunday, Feb. 18:
Wichers Auditorium, 4 p.m.
Orchestra Concert — Friday, Feb. 23: Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 8 p.m.
Musical Showcase — Tuesday, March 6: DeVos Hall
in Grand Rapids, Mich. Call (616) 394-7860 for
:

information.

LECTURES
PresidentialLecture Series — Thursday. Jan. 25
"Brain, Mind. Faith”
Malcolm A. Jeeves, a cognitive neuroscientist with
the University of St. Andrews, Scotland.
a.m.. Winants Auditorium. Graves Hall
3:30 p.m.. Room B50, Pealc Science Center
Scholar in Residence
Dr. Keith E. Yandell. professorof philosophy and of
South Asian Studies at the University of WisconsinMadison, will present a series of lecturesas the Spring,
1990, Hope College Scholar in Residence.
His topic is "What Can One Know in One's Heart'.’
Is Religious Experience Evidence for Religious
Belief?" Each of his lectures will be held from 1 a.m.
until noon in Winants Auditorium of Graves Hall.
I: A Brief History of this Dispute — Thursday, Jan. 18
II: The ReligiousData: Experience East and West
— Thursday, Feb. 15
III: The Principleof ExperientialEvidence
Thursday. March 8
IV: The State of the Evidence: The Question
Answered — Thursday, April 5
II

Commencement

Baccalaureate and

1

becoming

medical doctors or engineers.
Expiorientation ’90 — July 15-21
A "mini-college"experiencefor students who will be
juniors and seniors in high school in the fall of ’90.
For further information aboui any Admissions Office
event, please call (616) 394-7850 or write: Office of
Admissions,Hope College,Holland, Mich. 49423.

Saturday, Feb. 17.

WINTER HAPPENING

Cleveland- WCRF-FM
Miamisburg — WFCJ-FM

LOUSIANA
Metairie

Joseph Mac Daniels and Donald Cronkite wiU appear
in Winter Happening s "Rendezvous with History" on

OHIO

RfCD-AM/FM

to

1

- KFSI-FM
- KNOF-FM

Dunkirk, -

Friday,

Activitiesfor high school juniors interestedin

Pompton Lakes — WKER-AM
Zarephath— WAWZ-FM

IOWA
Des Moines —
Mason City Shenandoah -

Friday.

Hope campus and experience college life. Cost
includes round-trip transportation,housing with a
current Hope student, meals and entertainment.
Holland Area Program — March 16
A special program geared for Holland area students.
Junior Day 1989 — April 20
A day designed specificallyfor high school juniors and
their parents to help them begin the college search.
Pre-Medicine and Pre-Engineering Day — May

NEW JERSEY

WGVE-FM

16

visit the

Rochester

WKDC-AM

INDIANA
Gary -

Friday, Feb.

MINNESOTA

WMBI-FM

26

March 2
March 30
Wisconsin/Chicago/DetroitArea Bus Trips and
New York Plane Trip — Feb. 15-17
An opportunity for high school juniors and seniors
Friday.Jan.

- WJQ-AM/FM
Ironwood — WYPM-FM
Kalamazoo - WKPR-AM
Marshall - WELL-WALM
Midland - WUGN-FM
Muskegon - WKBZ-AM/FM
Muskegon - WKJR-AM
Muskegon — WLCS-FM
Port Huron - WORW-FM
Rogers City — WMLQ-FM
South Haven - WCSY-AM/FM
Spring Arbor — WSAE-FM
Twin Lake - WBLV-FM
Warren - WPHS-FM
Zeeland - WX YB/WGNR-FM

- KJNP-FM/AM

North Pole

their parents a typicalday in the life

student. There will be ample opportunities

to meet students, faculty and staff.

WHTC-AM

Holland

ARKANSAS

Hope

THEATRE
Waiting for the Parade by John Murrell, Dec. 6-9.
A play dealing with the way Five women cope with the
pressures of World War II.
The Seagull by Anton Chekhov, March 2,3, 7-10.
A dramatic portrayal of life's tragic injustice.
All plays begin at 8 p.m. in the De Witt Main Theatre.
Hope Theatre tickets are available by calling (616)
394-7890. Adults: $5; senior citizens: $4; and students:
$3. The ticket office is located in the De Wilt Center foyer
and is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday,
two weeks prior to and during a theatre production.

DE FREE ART GALLERY
Acceptable Entertainment— Jan. 5 - Feb. 4
Visual arts respond to television in a variety of twodimensional media.
Gallery hours: Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 9
p.m.; Saturday, 10a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sunday, I to9p.m.

1

—

INSTANT INFORMATION
Hope Sports Hotline
Activities Hotline

-

—

(616)

394-7888

(616) 394-7863
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Extensive aid helps Hope students meet the cost of learning
priority

by Greg Olgers ’87

Hope

placementin on-campus jobs. And.

students working off-campus may

take advantage of a college-sponsored

program that provides transportationto and
from work in a college vehicle for a one

\
the h‘gh cost of h>gher
T_V_L educationmay at first seem
overwhelming.
Tuition, books and fees for a single
academic year can cost as much as a new
automobile.An entire four-year education
may be more expensivethan the first home
purchased by many parents of today’s
TV

dollar fee. “It’s very rare that if a student

wants to work that they can’t secure
placement because transportation is not a
problem,” Hooyman said.
Finally, for families who are unable to
pay at once the total amount the needs
analysis says they must provide, the college
has a budget plan that allows students or

college students.
For Hope College students, however,

families to pay the tuition they

there is hope and help. According to Phyllis

Hooyman,

owe

in

installments.

Hooyman

director of financial aid, the

said that, unlike Hope, not

college is committed to meeting each

every college

dependent student’s need as identified
through the Financial Aid Form (FAF)
and students need not come from a low-income family to qualify.There are also a
variety of merit-based scholarships awarded
each year that are not connectedin any way

student’s full need.

to a student’s need.

or students to contact the financialaid office

According to Hooyman, 73 percent of
Hope’s students receive some form of
assistance, although not all of them are
receiving need-based aid. However, 58
percent of Hope students do receive
need-based financial aid.
Increased federalemphasis on loans as a
means of financial assistance has made it
difficult for students and parents to avoid
debt while financing an education. Providing non-loan assistance to students with
need is one of Hooyman’s priorities.
“Hope is extremely sensitive to the

at

—

concerns of indebtedness,”

Hooyman

should do

determined to

when

income precludes receiving need-based aid.
“There’s no magical cutoff in terms of

A full third of the financial aid received by
•

was
be $12,000, $7,500 would
student’sneed

student

comes from

Hope scholarshipsand grants — more than any other single source.
Aid is received by 73 percent of Hope’s students.

said.

gift aid

>
Hope

A glossary

of financial aid

income,” Hooyman said. “There are so
many varying factors that come into play
outside of the income category, such as

number in

college,

number in

family,

expenses, assets, etcetera.”
-

Hooyman

terms

also feels students and families

should not make their decision based on the
college’stuition rate alone. “Sometimes I’m

ighting terminologyshould not be

experience.Following are some

COLLEGE WORK-STUDY: A

very concerned about the students
a

part of a student’sor parent’s financialaid

common terms and

definitions:

federal need-based employmentprogram.

Typically,students eligible to participateare awarded

$

1,000 for the year, resulting

in approximately10 hours of work per week.

GIFT AID: An

MERIT-BASED

aid categoryreferring to offers of scholarships and grants.

AID: Scholarships awarded to students based solely on academic

merit and achievement.The student does not have to

file a

never even look at

to qualify for such awards.

incorrect assumption,”Hooyman
"They see our price tag and they think
‘There’s no way.’ And they don’t even try
the financial aid system, and it could very
well have been that they could have

made an

qualified for significantassistance."

According to Hooyman. $21 billion in
assistance is available nationwide

NEED-BASED

AID: Financial aid awarded to a student based on a demonstration
of financial need. Financial need is determined by the financial aid application,
either the Financial Aid Form (FAF) or the Family Financial Statement(FFS) . Both
forms are available at high school guidance offices or financial aid offices.
NEEDS ANALYSIS: The congressionally developed national formula which is
used by all colleges and universitiesin determining the ability of a student’sfamily
to contribute to his or her educationfor a given year. The analysis thoroughly
reviews a family’s income and assets as well as other components influencing the
family’s ability to pay for the cost of a college 'education.
SELF-HELP: An aid category referring to offers of loan and on-campus
employment.

who

Hope because they’ve

said.

financialaid application

to

college

students, and her advice to students seeking
a

piece of the aid pie

is

succinct: learn about

financial aid, understandthe application
process and begin saving right away.

“People have to become aware — they
should not make assumptions.Parents
should begin researching now, securing
financialaid information, talking with their
high school guidance offices and finding
out the time frames that are involved."

Hooyman

said. “I don’t think they can be

too educated regarding the process."^
(Editor's note: This is the time of year

or work aid.
a

Hope. “Different institutionshave

Hooyman said.
Hooyman noted that families should not
make the mistake of assuming that their

be gift aid while only $4,500 would be loan

Hooyman

invites parents

time,”

and outside (non-government)aid totaled
$838,308. During 1987-88, the two
categories totaled $3,834,908 — a 357
percent increase.Tuition during that period
went up 211 percent.
As a result, Hope has been able to limit
each student’s loan debt while meeting
need. “In the last several years we’ve been
taking the approachof a 50/50 split between
gift aid (scholarships & grants) and self-help
(loan & work): 50 percent would be gift aid
and 50 percent would be self-help"
Hooyman said. Hooyman added that the
college places a limit of $4,300-$4,500on
if a

Hooyman

they’re looking at colleges for the first

dramatically during the past decade. During

self-helpaid, so that

and

right to ask that question early on

r
Hope

—

different philosophies'and parents have a

has increased

the 1979-80 academic year,

meeting a

Asking an institution about its policiesis
something parents and prospective students

state and federal funds.

Hope

to

Some, for example,

student’s grade point average. -

variety of resources, including institutional,
gift aid at

committed

base the amount of aid they give on a

Consequently,the college has a strong
commitment to awarding as much gift aid
scholarships and grants as possible from a

Such

is

said that if a student receives

merit-based award, such as

a

scholarship

from church, the award serves to reduce the

amount of self-help awarded, not the
need-based gift aid.
The college’s need-based scholarships
and grants, made possible through the
generosity of alumni and friends of the
college, serve a variety of needs.

Some,

such as “The Class of 1987 Scholarship
Fund," established by former President
Gordon Van Wylen and his wife Margaret
upon their retirement, are open to any
deservingstudent.

homemakers with a demonstratedfinancialneed. The
“Non-Traditional Women’s Scholarship

Others are more specific, such as “The
Janet Mulder and Metta Ross Scholarship,”
which gives preference to freshman students
who excel in English or drama and are
graduates of Holland (Mich.) High School
or the “RichardDecker Scholarship Fund,”
which is funded through a grant from Abbott
Laboratories honoring Richard Decker ’56

will give preference to displaced

as Researcher of the Year in

population. “I’m seeing many more students

1

988 and gives

Hope

students. Feb. 15 and

the Financial Aid

Form

March

respectively.

believes the scholarship will

address an important segment of the student
of this nature

Hooyman

coming into my

office,”

“We would like to give them
special attention and special assistance.”
The college also helps students who are
awarded work-study aid by giving them
said.

The

are

deadlines for

traditionalstudent.

Hooyman

For

/

Michigan and out-of-stateresidents

chemistry.
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financial aid applicationsfor 1990-91.

Fund” was developed largely through the
efforts of Linn Gann '88, herself a non-

preference to a student majoring in

A new scholarship being established for
the 1990-91 academic year is the “Non-Traditional Women's ScholarshipFund,” which

that students and families must complete

office of financial aid at

Hope

makes eligibility noticesfrom mid
March to the middle of April, leaving new
students until May 1 to pay their enrollment
typically

deposit.

The office's telephonenumber is (616)
394-7765.)

FIVE

NOTES
(

at St.

continued from page

bookstore, copies
sending

3

may

)

often finds the homeless sleeping on

be ordered by

U.S. senators. Carl Levin and Donald
Ricgle. and talked with homeless persons.

department at "Divi Samba: Hope College
Music Department; Holland. Mich. 49423.
The music departmentmay also be called
at (616) 394-7650.

Upon

of the

Hope

participate in the National

Housing Now. a

rally

October

in

to

March for

as planned.

originated with discussions in classes

who

FACULTY KUDOS:

in

homemakers with

a

the scholarship's inaugural

luncheon in October by Michigan First
Lady Janet Blanchard,herself a nontraditionalstudent, helped underscorethe
need for such assistance.
Linn Gann "88 and Carol Johnson "89. also

were interested in attending— and as the
weeks passed, and word of the trip spread,

became interested as

are displaced

Remarks at

sociology and social work. Several students

well.

both non-tradilionalstudents, spoke as well.

Washington . thfe students stayed

sec page 23. Reunion class giv ing

is

professor of sociology, and Deborah
Sturtevant '75. assistant professor of

far.

shown on page

The scholarship will be awarded to
female students 23 years of age or older
demonstratedfinancialneed. Development
of the scholarship stems from the unique
needs of such students.

taught by Dr. Roger Nemeth, associate

Fall

thus

designed to bring

homeless and the need ior affordable
housing.
The Hope group's trip to Washington

While

million from 8.220 donors. For the progress

tuition needs if in place for the Fall of

attention to the plight of the nation's

others

1990

Non-Traditional Women's Scholarship Fund
will help displaced

FALL PHONE FINAL:

homemakersmeet their

completed projects

NEW SCHOLARSHIP: The new

faculty traveled to

Washington, D.C. early

their return they

ences with others.

Approximately 70 Hope College students and two

Fund-raisingefforts for
underway. For more on
how such scholarships provide students
with essential assistance, see page 5.1
(F.ditor 's note:

the scholarship are

The 1989
Phonathon exceeded its goals for both
funds raised and contributing donors.
The phonathon raised $461,385. 115
percent of the $400. ()()() goal. There were
4.966 donors — 124 percent of the 4.000
donors sought. Of the donors. 1.438 had
never before contributed to the college.
This year's Annual 'Fund goal is $1.1

related to the trip and shared their experi-

STUDENTS MARCH:
members

its

steps. They also met with Michigan'stwo

check or money order to the music

a

Stephens and the Incarnation Epis-

copal Church, an inner-citychurch that

3^

21.

Dr. Barry Bandstra. associate profesor
of religion, has received one of 12 Apple-

Computer Courseware Development
Grants awarded to the Consortium of
Liberal Arts Colleges (CLAC).
The award consists of a Macintosh II
computer system with four megabytes of
internal memory, a 40 megabyte disc drive,
a color monitor, a printer and assorted
software. The system will support Dr.
Bandstra 's development of “InterTcxt." an
interactivereading program.
Dr. Bandstra is developing the program
as an integral part of his introduction to
BiblicalLiteraturecourse. The program will
provide sections of biblical texts, maps,
illustrations, glossary and other resource
information, and guiding questionsintended to direct the user's reading.
He will spend a sabbatical leave during
the spring semesterdeveloping his "InterText" program. Dr. Bandstra plans to use
the program beginning with the fall of 1990.
Paul A. DeYoung 'll and Peter L.
Gonthier. both members of the physics
faculty,received a grant from the National
Science Foundation (NSF) to provide
equipment to aid in their study of heavy ion
reactions.
-The joint

award

is

the

second NSFgrant

received by DeYoung, an assistant professor
of physics, and Gonthier. an associate

Tuesday, March 6
8 p.m.
DeVos Hall
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Featuring the Hope College

Music Department

professor of physics. Each has also received

an individual NSF grant

for

continuing

support of their respective research

programs.

The NSF

grant of $33,000 will provide

"you could not step in the same rivers; for
other and yet other waters are ever llowing

on."
Dr. Ken Gibson, professor of business
administration, has had two articles
accepted for publication in professional
journals.

"An Empirical Investigation of the
Nature of Hospital Mission Statements"
will be publishedin a future edition of
Health Care Management Review, a
refereedjournal targeted to managers in the
hospital and health care delivery field.
The Journal of education in Business has
accepted "QuestioningSkills for Discussion
Leadership; A Necessary Ingredient lor
Effective Case Teaching."
"An Empirical Investigation of the
Nature of Hospital Mission Statements”
reviews the literature regarding mission
statements and presents the feelings of
managers involved in strategicplanning
concerningtheir development and use. Dr.
Gibson'sother paper. "Questioning Skills
for DiscussionLeadership: A Necessary
Ingredient for Effective Case Teaching.”
was written .to help teachers using the
discussion leadership format to develop
new approaches for designingand using
questionsin class.
Delbert Michel, professor of art. had an
exhibition of his paintings and sculptures
displayed at the Toledo Museum of Art at
the University of Toledo from Nov. 5
through Dec. I.
His paintings deal with forces of nature
in abstract images of skyscapes and landscapes. His sculptures, made primarily of
wood and other materials found around
Lake Michigan, arc a result of the same
approach.
Elliot A. Tanis. professor of mathematics. has been appointed to a four- year term
as an accreditationreview council

for the

Commission on

member

Institutionsof

Higher Education of the North Central
Associationof Colleges and Schools.
Dr. Tanis has been a participant of the
Commission since being selected for its
Consultant-Evaluator
Corps in 1983. As a
consultant-evaluator, he served on evaluation teams to five different institutions.
Nancy Taylor, professor of English, had
a poem publishedin the Christian Science
Monitor.
Professor Tay lor's

poem. "Saluting

the

for the purchase of several 'state-of the-art

Clackety-C'lack." was published

detector systems, which will be used in
studies of heavy-ion collisions.The detec-

6. 1989 issue. She has only been writing
poetry for about a year, and has already had

tors will be sensitive enough to identify

several

poems

in

the Oct.

published.

several thousand individual subatomic
-

Soloists

—

nuclei per second while simultaneously

Orchestra
— Chapel Choir

—

College

—

Chorus

Jazz Ensemble

— Wind Ensemble

—

Collegium Singers

— Chamber Ensembles

For Ticket
Information Call
(616)

SIX

394-7860

measuring theirenergy, which is about the
same amount of energy as a penny moving
two feet per year.
Dr. Francis G. Fike. professor of
English, has had In the Same Rivers, a book
of poetry, publishedby R.L. Barth in
Florence,
*
. The book contains 18 poems, some of
which are translations— from Old English.
Latin and French — on subjects ranging
from time, love, loss and grief to self-renewal. work and pilgrimage.Some of the
poems in the collection have appeared
previously in journals such as Drastic
Measures. The Cumberland Poetry Review
and The Plains Poetry Journal.
According to Dr. Fike, he has sought in
the book "to use traditional forms in a fresh,
innovative and contemporary way." The
title of the book is taken from a quotation
by the philosopherHeraclitus, who said

Ky.

>

LETTER
Dear
I

Sirs:

read with interest yourarticlc on

Hope

alumni in China (page 7. August. 1989).
A correction for the last paragraph is
needed.- however. The Hope alumni who
were teaching a year in China were Bryan
Eytcheson '88. Todd Fortner '88. Susan
Walter '88. Amy Herrington'86 and
myself, Paul Bosch '81. Paul Bolt and Lisa
Smith had been in China in past years, but
were not there for the '88-'89 academic
year.
I would like to note that three Arcadian
alumni (Paul Bosch. Todd Fortner and
Bryan Eytcheson) were all teaching in the
same city (Hang/hou) for the spring of
1989. It was fun to be with other "Arkics"
in such a far away place.

Thank

you.

Sincerely.
Paul Bosch
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Sophomores win
’89 Nykerk Cup

A 54-year Hope College traditioncontinued on

Oct. 28 as

more

than

300

freshman and sophomore women competed in the Nykerk Cup competition.
The evening ended with a sophomore victory, giving the class of ’92 wins
this year in both of the college’s traditional fall events, the Pull and
In addition to

competing in

Nykerk.

plays (the freshman presented Hood of Sherwood)

and song (the freshmen sang “Mr. Sandman”), the classes also competed through

sophomore orator was Sabina-De Witt of Zeeland, Mich.
The freshman orator was Alison Schaap of Barrington, 111.
The Nykerk Cup event was originated by John Nykerk, a professor,college
dean and founder of the Hope College music department.
their orators. This year’s

Queen Bella (Brittney Tyler of Fort Wayne, Ind.) and Maid Dim Witty (Leigh Ann
Kayser of Pequannock, N.J.) weave their plot in the sophomore play. Snow White and
the Seven Dwarves of the Black Forest.

Evil

Report endorses strong core program

like

Hope’s

TTFope College has found its commitment
B B to a diverse and extensive core>

'50. acting

cultures and civilizations.
12 hours in foreign

in the

provost of Hope College, the late 1960s and

languages, six hours in mathematics,eight

trated introduction to the Greek language

cuiTieuliim echoed in a report released by

early 1970s saw many colleges and univer-

hours in the natural sciences, and six hours

drop or de-emphasize their core
curricula. Dr. Bruins added that Hope has
maintainedits core curriculum for decades
— even through the revisionistyears.
"Hope never gave way to current fads of
dropping core curriculum.We've always
believed it is very important." said Dr.
Bruins, who was formerly dean for the arts
and humanitiesat Hope and has been a
memberof the Hope religionfaculty since
1966. "For many years we were probably
consideredold-fashionedby a lot of

in the social sciences

the National

Endowment for the Humanities

(NEH)

in October.
The report, entitled "50 Hours." urges

colleges and universitiesto require at least
50 credit hours worth of courses

in a

variety

of disciplines so that their graduates'
general knowledge will be increased. Hope

College currently requires 57 credit hours
in disciplines such as history,the natural
sciences, mathematics,literature, the social
sciences, religion, the arts and foreign
languages.
The report illustrates that the widespread
historicaland cultural illiteracy displayed
by a sample id' nearly 700 college seniors
surveyed in a Gallup poll should' be a
primary reason for establishing such

a

core

curriculum. According to information
released by live NEH. "the survey showed
that roughly 25 percent of college seniors

could not distinguish Churchill

s

words

from Stalin's, or Karl Marx's writings from
the U.S. Constitution. More than 40 percent

could not identify when the Civil War
occurred."
"Most could not identify'Magna Carta,
the Missouri Compromise or Reconstruction. And most could not link major works
by Plato. Dante. Shakespeare or Milton
with their authors."

According to Dr. Elton Bruins

sities

Hope requires 12 hours
seven hours
in

in

in

cultural history,

foreign languages, three hours

mathematics,eight hours

sciences, six hours

in

in the natural

the social sciences,six

hours in the performingand fine arts, two
hours

in

religion.

physical education and six hours

Dr. Bruins said that he agreed with the

requirement

in

expository writing and

hour requirement

designedas

in a

structured program

for all

ofyourdays.And

The NEH report recommends that colleges
and universitiesrequire 18 credit hours in
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NEH

report's failure to include requirementsin

He

as “concen-

integrated with the study of ancient Greek
culture,emphasizingfifth-genturyAthens.”

A similar sequence entitled "Two Souls of
Germany" combines study of the German
language with a review of German history
and culture.
"We don't have much of a 'lock-stop'
approachto things," Dr. Bruins said. "That
can be smothering for some students,
because students’ interests and background
can vary a great deal."
Dr. Bruins added that balancing the need
to establish requirementsbut also

undergraduate education.

developinga broad knowledge base within
college graduates. "When you have a
college education there are some things in
the world that you should know." Dr. Bruins
said. "You are not educated unless you
know something about a lot of things."
Dr. Bruins added that such general
knowledge is an integralpart of a college
education. "You may be in a numberof jobs,
but you'll always have your background in
life

three

a capstone to each student's

the arts is a weakness,.

then you build on that, of course."

a

senior seminar course

report'semphasis on the importance of

the liberal arts." Dr. Bruins said. "It gives

in

The college also has a four hour

Dr. Bruins said he believes the

schools."

you quality of

and modern world.

Hope College catalog

also said that the

recommended by

the

allow

students to choose is a challenge. "We're
trying to walk that fine line between a lot
of prescription and a lot of free choice."
Dr. Bruins said.

report is positive,although institutions need
to allow their students flexibility within the

core categories they establish.
Dr. Bruins noted that the religion require-

ment

at

Hope,

for

example, can be met

in

several ways, including with courses that

emphasize biblical

literature, world religions

and Christian ethics. He added that student
requests played an important role in the
department's decision to offer such variety.

Hope also has inter-disciplinarycourse
sequences that integrate elements from
many fields. A two-semestercourse entitled
"The Golden Age of Greece" is described

ATTENTION
ALUMNI!
The Registrar’s Office
wants to know what impact
the core program had on you.
Send your remarks to
“Hope College Registrar;
Holland, Mich. 49423.”
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Alumni profile

Poetry puts alum
on secure ground
of Professor Jack Ridl of the English

by Greg Olgers ’87

TTporTom Andrews

r

a

way

'84, writing poetry is

of finding context, of

becoming

oriented, of understanding.

"One of my favorite essays is by a
German poet named Guenter Eich. He talks
about this very thing, and he says he views
his

poems

like trigonometric points that

orient him in reality — a’nd without them

awash and uncentered." Andrews said.
"He has this great quote at the end where
he says 'In each good line of poetry I hear
the cane of a blind man striking. I am on
secure ground now.'
"That's so inspiring to me.." Andrews
said. "Poetry helps me be oriented in my
life. It helps me engage as much experience
as I can and feel that I'm on secure ground
he's

now.''
"It's necessary for me."

Andrews

his writing. “That sense of

it

said

choice, really. Itjustseemstobewhat

have brown hair and

I

His poetry

is a

I

of

not being a
I

do.

write poems."

craft he loves, and. if the

awards and recognition he has received are
any indication, others admire it too.
Even while he was a Hope student,
Andrews’ poetry was highly acclaimed
and he has since gained even more respect

—

as a poet.
After Hope he attended graduate school,
at

the University of Virginia, where he

was

awarded a prestigious Hoyns Fellowship

department,that he discoveredand developed his talent.
As a sophomore. Andrews enrolled In
Ridl's playwriting class. Ridl saw in
Andrews' playwriting the makings of a
poet, arid encouraged him to read the work
of contemporary American poets.
Andrews enjoyed what he was reading,
and during the followingsummer enrolled
in a course on contemporary American
poetry taught by Ridl. As a project. Ridl
suggested that Andrews attempt to imitate
the poets being studied in the class.
It was a fateful moment.
"I got this sheaf of things and it really
floored me because they weren't just
imitations."Ridl recalled."It was as if John
Berryman had written one more 'Dream
Song' it would have been this."
"I was just overwhelmed by that — every
one that he did." Ridl said. "If he wrote an
'Anne Sexton poem' or a ‘Theodore
Roethke poem' — it was as if this was the
next poem they had written."
"So I said to him. 'You know. I think you
can do this.' " Ridl said. " 'You're going
to be one of these if you want to. If you
don't want to I'll give you all the reasons
you shouldn't be. but you can do this.' "
Andrews remembers the imitationswell.
•

"I felt like

I

was connecting with them.

And

however deep or shallow it was. it was
really importantto me. I felt something
going on. that 'this is something I might be
able to do.' when I was writing those

Tom Andrews '84 is overwhelmed by his success as a poet. It was at Hope that he
discoveredhis gift for poetry — and his writing is now so much a part of himself,
he' notes, that he can't imagine being without it.
"'r'ou

life-long battle with kidney problems.

Andrews himself suffers from hemophilia.
Both circumstances,he believes, have
made him aware of life's fragility— and
give his

—

helps
can and feel

me engage as much experience as I
that Pm on secure ground now. ”

of five winners in the 1989 NatioiiaiPoetry

Series,for

a

poet an honor next to winning

a Pulitzer Prize or National

Book

Critics

Circle Award. Through the series, which

was established in 1978, five poets of
national reputation choose five collections
of poetry for publication through five
participatingpublishers.
The competition is open to everyone , and
more than ,400 manuscripts were submitted. As the final selections were made,
Andrews’ book, The Brother's Country,
was the first one chosen.
His growing fame as a poet is all the
more remarkable,and meteoric, because
prior to his sophomore year at Hope he had
never made a serious attempt to write a
poem. It was at Hope, under the tutelage
1

EIGHT

—

especially about the first poems that

I

wrote."

Andrews said

and earned a master's of fine arts degree.
Earlier this year he had publisheda chapbook of poetry. Hymning the Kanawha , and
his poems, short stories and book reviews
have appeared in magazines such as The
Virginia Quarterly, Field, The Missouri
Review, The Kenyon Review and The
Antioch Review.
Most notably, he was recently named one

said. "So there is a kind of elegiac feeling

life. It

Tom Andrews

that the sense persists in

his more recent poetry. The title poem ot

imitations, which evolved into “emula-

The Brother's Country, for example, is a
nine-page elegy for Andrews' brother about
his experienceson the dialysis machine.
"Yellow Grass." a poem published in
Hvmning the Kanawha, also concerns his

tions," helped him learn about poetry-

brother.

imitations," Andrews said.

Andrews added

—

writing in general
a

that working on the

line, line breaks,

Andrews said

such as the rhythm of

how

to carry

information

through each line and how each line relates
to the whole.
"Imitation.

I

think, just taught

me

a lot

about all those things," Andrews said.
"Jack was a great encourager.I think he
knew that’s what I needed."
"I owe him a lot for that," Andrews said.
“He directed me — gave me enough leeway

Andrews and

that his brother's intense

spirituallife also providesinspiration.

"That sense of his religious life has meant
a lot to me. There's. a sense of spirituality
that I gain not only from him but from my
own reading," Andrews said. "That s
something I keep trying to redefine for
myself — what's a valid spirituality."
Although such thoughts arc often expressed in his work, Andrews noted that he tries
to keep his tone varied. "There's a tone that

to learn."

1

Ridl have remained in

do seem to write in, but I think it's natural

who

contact since he graduated— as one might

to want to fight against that, because

expect since Ridl's wife, Julie, and An-

wants to be a one-tone artist of any kind?
Who wants to write compositionsof one
tone, or paint a painting that has only one
tonal quality about it?," Andrews said.
“On the one hand you want to have
something that you think of as your voice
— that seems to come out of a quiet center
somehow." Andrews said. "But on the other
hand you don't want to rely on it as an
automatic gesture that is vacuous."

drews' wife, Carrie, are sisters. “When

we

get together forThanksgivingor

we

Christmas
a corner and talk

tend to hole up in
poetry — to the consternation of other
family people,"Andrews said.
Coupled with Andrews' understanding of
poetry as a form is what he has to say as a
poet. Andrews’ only brother died at 23
when Andrews was 18 — followinga

—

to be fresh each time and
it

question and interrogate it

more with
poetry."

an aware-

ness of death around the bend.” Andrews

“Poetry helps me be oriented in my

it

it."

and trying to
Hying to do

—

Andrews said.

"That conflict

is. I think, at the heart of a lot of fresh

poems quality.

“It's sort of intensely quiet

want

so you're always pressing

.

Andrews added that he is seldom pleased
with his own work. "I never read a poem
of mine and think that it's good." he said.
"The more that you learn about making
poems, the better you want to make them
— and you realize you could have done
more with the poems you've written before
and made them a lot better."
Andrews will continue to work at
creating better poems, and the affirmation
his work has received — especially the
NationalPoetry Series recognition — has
been encouraging.He has alsoTound
himself in demand, and earlier this fall gave
readings in Charlottesville.Va.. Leesburg.
Va.. and Cleveland State.
“I'm overwhelmedwith the kind of
success that I've had."

Andrews said.

“That's been beyond anything that I've ever

imagined — especially the National Poetry

Andrews said. "And actually,the
who picked it. Charles
Wright — I admire his. work for so many
Scries."

particular poet

reasons and to such an extent that

it

really

dream scenario to have him
pick the book."
(Editors note: Andrews and wife Carrie,
who is earning a master's of fine arts in
graphic design at the Universityof Michigan,
currently live in Ann Arbor. He is a copy
editor with Mathematical Reviews, a monthly
bibliographic journal, but hopes eventually
is a kind of

to

obtain a position teaching creativewriting

at the college level.)
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Hope College

A sample

of

alumni achievements

in the visual

and

literary arts

selected through juried competition sponsored by the

Alumni Association and

the Art

Department

of

Hope College.

- Excerpts from Alumni Opus 1989 and Alumni Invitational

II

-

The Alumni Association acknowledges the financial support
of the Hope College Patrons for the Arts
and the efforts of Greg Olgers ’87 of the Public Relations Office

who coordinated
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this project.
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About the Alumni Arts Competition
"Alumni Arts Competition" encompasses the Alumni Opus magazine and
the

Alumni Invitationalart

show. The two portions of the competition

allow the college to showcase the talents of

its

alumni in both

the literary

Holland. IID; and Holland. Mich.

and

The

first

art

show

featured 40 works from 31 alumni, and includedpaintings,

sculptures, photographs — and even a videotape.

visual arts.

The

Toledo. Ohio; San Diego. Calif.; Boise. Idaho; Lanesboro. Mass; South

Alumni Opus premieredin 1980

as a special insert to the February.

1980 issue of news from Hope College.Both
were featured

in the section's 16

literary

(

1

1

Homecoming weekend, on

During

poems and two

literary

stories) , and the

works

artworks

its run the

show won acclaim from reviews in

by Dennis L. Komac. directorof the Grand Rapids Art

college'snew DePree CenterGalleryfrom Oct. 18 through Nov. 30. Excerpts

from 20 alumni. The events, ideas and voices

from both were then published in an eight-page insert to the December. 1984

alumni authors.

And

from Hope

The poetry submitted

College.

the tradition continues. A/kw/h

both The

Grand

Rapids Press and The Holland Sentinel. Alumni InvitationalII was judged

Museum

since 1986.

The 49-page Alumni Opus 1989 contains 20 poems and four short stories

(35 of them) were featured in the Alumni InvitationalI art show, held in the

issue of news

Alumni InvitationalII ran

Friday.Oct. 6. through Sunday. Nov. 12

works and artworks

pages.

In 1984, Alumni Opus returned. This time, however, the
appearedin their own magazine

from

O/ws 1989 and Alumni InvitationalIII

to

it

contains are as varied as the

Alumni Opus 1989 was judged by

Dr.

William C.

Olsen, a visiting assistant .professor at Western Michigan University

in

both made their debut during Homecoming. This year's magazine and show

Kalamazoo. Mich. He teaches an advanced poetry workshop and courses in

were the largest yet, and both show promise for the next Alumni Arts

creative writing and

Competition, which will premier during the

volumes of poetry published.

Just as the

fall

of 1994.

Alumni Opus 1989 magazine and Alumni InvitationalII

art

show

were able to showcase-onlya fractionof the works submitted, so too are only
a fraction of the works includedin either Alumni
Invitational II art

Opus 1989

or the

.

Alumni

show reproduced here.

The

modern poetry, and

has had both individual

prose was judged by Dr. Stephen Dunnjng, an author living in

Arbor. Mich. Until 1987 he was

a

Michigan, has had more than 200

member of
of his

the faculty at the University

own essays, reviews,

articles,

and stories published, and has written or edited several books

Seventy-one alumni submitted 170 works for either Alumni Opus 1989 or

Alumni Invitational II. Their graduation years ranged from
and their homes spanned the nation — including Hilo. Hawaii;

'45 through '88,
Suffern. N.Y.;

Reflections on a Gift of Watermelon Pickle... and Other
(

poems and

-

Editor

's

note: For

a

—

Modern

Ann
of

poems

including
Verse.

free copy of Alumni Opus 1989. write to: "Office of

Public Relations, Hope College.Holland. Mich. 49423.")

%

s

Beach Walk
ever dream of pasts that walk
w ing through day lights scheme
Why I imagine the vanity of my talk
I

that'

is the breast of a
1

am

blade quite unseen.

not as a question despiser travel

draperies of how ling sighs.
Fathom clearly, the sw immer only does
in

sail

and the wind my groaning cry
Sleep on wan remembrance of steepled smile
rest to best

my moments smile.

Dreary friend, will you not befriend awhile

’

the solitude of solitude's many mile.

Eric Sivertson ’82
Tyler,

untitled,black ad white photograph, by Jon

TEN

Hook

Texas

'86
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What was she most afraid of,
that the moon would fly in her face
like a dish

and break into irreparable chips,
while slim-hipped boys
vandalized the sidewalks and shrubbery,
while she sat in her bedroom chair
and tried to breathe?
Flossie’s lungs are shot,

her

sister said.

Flossie sees faces in the mirror.

She keeps

the lights blazing

in her house all night.

Her

course, was right,
who bathed and fed and reassured her,

sister, of

her sister

then went off at dusk,
never seeing the faces,
never seeing the old

man

silhouetted on the wall

who waited

for her

with his knapsack.
Julie Herrick ’56 White
South Bend, Ind.

Aquarium
They

leave all around us. not

even

a glance, a flicking level keel

waking, wall eyed
flowers standing on blossom fins.
oblivious. I remember
you leaving me like this, far away
from the walls of our inward sea.
stood at a clear pane
and saw you as if nothing lay between
in your last, airy tent
1

but the sane, other

world

of your blue-glassedeyes

snow we skated on
under a fray of willows.

a pane of

It's how the world looks after all.
magnified, magnificent, edged
with air its creatures could not breathe.
Fishes heard our scraping figure eights.
You arrive underseas in my dreams
even now like them, ghostly and quick

as

if

you have spent a long winter
windows looking down

at tenement*

into the street waiting for

me

your hear resting on your arms,
the pigeons in the eaves cooing
over the grey brick facades,

and his eyes clear. Later, when he was still
his eyes clouded. I know sight fails before hearing.

the stained corridors.

that winternight hundreds of miles

Have you passed winter, in your latitudes?
In what sign of the sky
shall I see you next, pisces, scorpio,

how

a gray light over cardboard cliffs, a drift
past the nurse shark asleep in sand

When you were
where

1 lay

raised, did

curled through that cold

wavering, or hear
them sigh, wishing I could have netted you
to pass and say at least.

we spoke

have grown nearsighted.
How near are you now? At the lake
that day on the pier, you paid
my line into the water so fast
you said to land that strike. 1 first
had to let him out easy.
let him thrash the hook deep and clean
before you'd pull. 1 couldn't handle a salmon.
You held him up after, in agony
his tail wild, high, beating air, his gills
flailing while the mouth tore in your grip
1

—

in sleep

Come
is not so easy.

—

how long after, you could
still see my ribs move in and out

receding, fins invisible,
iridescent, aqueous. Living

light here is too pale, and since

still see

far,

the endless subversions, a shade

The

you

back. Wait. One block away
not very far into the evening
it's windy, and at a school yard

now

the ropes of the flag are loud

clanging, clanging on the steel pole
like the lines of a beached ship
the mast lines no one will
to take, tie, or

come

lift.

have met you in this light
in the ropes' wild dance drained
at the very edge of our tentative sea.
I

Linda Walvoord ’64 Girard

Moraga, Calif.

\
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ELEVEN

Surburbia-Guatemala

and after they have

wish to see you dazzled
in confusion of a foreign language

1

I don't want you doing my dirty clothes
and pressing the starched
stiff collar of my uniform

me pull you
down into world

I

Honey, let's take

9-5

1

even on holidays, two weeks vacation
and short term memory sites

and

wish for our children to play
marbles in the slums of

Bombay

swim

in the

swamps

of

the

morgage money

the death insurance

want to hold your hand
and run in the rainforest of South America
and after we have climbed the Pyramids
and camped out at night in the Sahara
let's go crazy
and ski down the alps
through that brick road in Scotland
into the shade of that tall tower in Paris

car pools

concept of national identity

them

and racial equality

history

,1

I want to liberate you
from Ladies Home Journal
cpok books

lost

for us to cradle

with thoughts
of universalbrotherhood

Let

and serenade you with ancient arts
and forgotten classics

not have you
dust shelves
and arrange furnitures
in our middle class home
until noon came with the
micro wave speciality
I'd rather

wish

Cambodia

_

and the reserve from our preserved
burial

ground

down

to Calcutta. Indonesia, El Salvador, and

Guatemala

and throw a big birthday party
let's come back to Disneyland

Then

let's come back to Disneyland
and fantasize about money, public office, and power

Then

Richard Lancelot Bourne ’87
San Antonio, Texas

'Jacob with Angel,” bronze, Todd Erickson '81

“Fire Devil," bronze, Todd Erickson '81

Drummond

Island

A penny and

bowl

a

of violets

Just these for sunset in

And snow

—

December

skies

that falls in endless alphabets.

What meanings drift about, who can surmise?
The old folks living in these woods agree
All life gets buried in the sky. A deer,
Albino, shot and chained against a

tree,

A trophy (whose, no one remembers here)
Stands guard along our road. I sometimes see
Its eyes glare pink when car lights turn the bend.
This broken unicorn, this mystery.

Has kept the hunters from our woods. The wind
Preserves the form of someone’s fear unknown
And pities those who walk this road alone.
Del Sneller ’67

Holland, Mich.

TWELVE

I
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Bedtime
Quiet
like isinglass fining
settles

wine

with evening's dark

binding even the engines that wind inside our two year old that
energy that is the essence of what keeps children’younger than
their parents

and twines round the axis of each sprocket spinning in our
daughter'smind designs elaborate and barely short of sinister
(for eight's an age just barely still of innocence) a cable sure
to cinch and stall
and when night's full fall stills the last
past the post and hedge out back

late flash of traffic

Sound
surrounded by silence
relents.
Its remaining reminder ceases with a touch to the pendulum
and with that stopped clock night falls, settling suspended lees
of noise into a fecund compost from which rise blooms of dreams
in our three bedded ones.

The

oldest, stranger-stopping
eyes shut and turned within,

threshes covers from her flesh and so lies coiled like an

element, tempting gravity at the mattress edge. Lariats of
laughter loop round her room from jokes she can’t recall the

morning after.
Our middling,

fair and volatile, moans “No!" as if descending
Dante's rings; the gravity he courts is of a different order,
and yet he never falls to wakefulness in fear.

Newborn Daniel, still stretching to shed memories of confined
inversion, cries to consciousness to please his needs.

He

sleeps

and tills those with a repertoire of sounds rooted in
the brainstem.
in tits

We
Lying in the midst of this menagerie
wanting sleep and waning from exhaustion
"Necklace and Earrings,"sterling silver nickel silver, onyx,

in touching one another touch the silence that is our energy,

PatriciaVanderWerf '75 Johannsen

our engine of persistence and of peace
and so fueled, find sleep.

Richard G. Thayer ’77
Reston, Va.

Purple Heart
Your

lips trace a line of fire

kisses burning
as

my

—

skin

your words pierce

my

heart.

wear other scars proudly,
honorably earned in previous combat,
(1

but

you wound me

in invisible ways:

your so-slight mocking tone,
your defensive dodging and weaving,

your Norfolk)

Am

so afraid, so fearful,
cannot play a carefree game:
feeling the gun at my neck,
knowing you could drop me
with a single shot?
1

that 1

(Your
and

1

lips kill

am

that this

me

slowly,

not altogether sure

death

to

any other).

Joan

Schramm

is

preferable

*75

APO San Francisco,

:OLLE'E. DECEMBER 1989

Calif.
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No Cheers For Him

Messages

The day he caught the winning pass
we danced with joy in the endzone grass
And all the team stood cheering by
“The Greatest Ever,” was their heartfelt cry.

In eighth grade

Katie and I passed notes during
Mr. Draper’s social studies class.
We wrote on small pieces of paper,
notes folded again and again,

Today

that, once read, slid easily

By college
each year was begun by affixing
the proper dorm door adornment

Hands that grabbed that perfect pass,
now fix flats or just pump gas.
And silence fills the young man’s ears,
where once they rang with victory cheers.

—

the hall,

Now when

Friday nights come round
and drumbeats echo through the town.
When the team puts on their red and white,
his breath comes short and his gut gets tight.

no room was without one.

from class
you had received
any good mail was
getting to you door
to see if the magic marker
had been used to leave a new message.
to see

to returning

if

But then a radiator begins to boil
and the boss yells, “change that Datsun’s oil”.
The drumbeats fade and the lights seem dim
those days are gone.

One summer
I

took other people’s messages

for him.

Allendale, Mich.

“My Bones Burn Within," monotype and prismacolorpencil, K. Gary Hasek '77

With my headset in place
I felt

No cheers

Jim DeHorn ’70

answering service.
I worked the board on breaks,
taking calls for offices on lunch
and salesmen out seeing clients.
at the

I

came

“Those guys,” he says, to those who’ll listen,
can never know what they’ll be missin’.
When their days on the field are done
and only in their dreams they run.

You’d pass boards, one by one,

Second

his victories

green and lush, it’s still the same.
But now he stands on Friday nights
while others run on touchdown flights.

message board.

down

where

lies

notebook pockets.
We hoped Mr. Draper was too busy
lecturing on Balboa and Vespucci
to notice the sleight of hand
between desks.
to the bottom of

the

the field

ready for takeoff,

was

a

message co-pilot

who picked up on
Now, though
I finally

the third ring.

resistant at first,

own

the high-tech solution

message taking and retrieval.
answering machine screens calls

to personal

My

when

I don't

and

flashes

it

has been
It’s a

left

long

want to be disturbed,

when
while

a
I

message
was gone.

way

from notes passed in class.

Janet L. Lootens ’81
Birmingham, Mich.
\

4,

Oaks
Soft, ruddy reds

Mellow golds

of oaks

Reel drunkenly
October’s rare

in

air.

Nancy Vande Water
Texas

’81 Sivertson

Tyler,

FOURTEEN
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Moonset
Stray winter moon

Wandering through
A pallid stare

April.

Set in indigo.
Icy thoughts cascade.

A mock-Spring rain
Of frigid sparks
From flinty clouds
To drench new blades
In watery light.
Gilding greens
Gone black with night.

Dow n paths to nowhere
Through starry bracken.
Snagged upon Earth's rim

Dawn.

Sentinel for

George Christian ’70
Albany, N.Y.

A

Little Bit

“Now?" she asked.
"Two dollars and seventy-nine cents."
Oh good grief, thought Mrs. Hurley. Are we going

Short

Mrs. Hurley rushed up to the check-out lines and scanned them like a general surveying
a

battle field. She looked into her can.

DamniToo many

things for the express line. But

there was a line with just one person in it. and the check-out girl had almost finished the

order. Mrs. Hurley raced over.

Why

did David do this id her. she wondered as she piled the food up on the conveyor
You d think he thought, just because she didn't have a job outside the home, that
she had all the time in the world. What about Jennifer's ballet lessons and gymnastics
lessons and Jon s soccer? As though it didn't take any time at all to drive them here and
there. Or to help them with their homework or listen to the trialsand tribulationsof being
in junior high school. As though it took no time to do the books for the Junior League
or volunteer down at the shelter, or help prepare the lunches at the church's soup kitchen.'
No. she had till the time in the world to fix up a gourmet dinner for the BIG client from
out ol town who said he hated eating out and wished they didn't have to go to a restaurant
lor dinner. Good old David. Sure! Want a home-eookedmeal? My wife's a wonderful
cook! Come on home with me after our meeting this afternoon. No. no. You won't be
putting her out. no trouble.Plenty of time. After all. it's onlv two o'clock. All the time
in the world.
belt.

So he had called her and tojd her

this

guy was very, very important and besides he

really did hate eating out and could she do that special dish with the scallops and angel

know, maybe artichokes and a fresh salad and some of those wonderful
popoversshe used to make, heavy emphasis on the past tense. She'd almost hung upon
him. Hadnt he realized that the kids were going to be home 'any minute and that she'd
have to go to the wine store and' the fish store if she wasn't lucks enough to find the
scallops at the supermarket?Artichokes'.’ They weren’t even in season. And. of course.'
he didn t think about ballet lessons and soccer practice.
At least she'd gotten the kills to where they had to be and she was lucky enough to
"Hi some decent scallops here at the store. She'd called David back and told him he had
to Set the kids, she didn't care what Mr. Big Shot from out of town thought of it. that
was the price of the homeeookedmeal he's ordered. And if he didn't want the kidseating
with them, he could pick up the pizza, too.
What in the world was the hold-up with this line?
hair, cholesterolyou

I

Mrs.

I

lurle> looked ahead of her and saw a

youngish woman, somehere in her mid to

late tw enties, with three children, one an infant in a snuggly and tw o small bin s,

maybe

three and six years old.

How much

did you sa\

"Three dollars and

sixty

I

was over?' asked the young mother of the check-out clerk.
-seven cents."

Mi s Hi ley saw the woman glance dow n at her empty food stamp booklet and then
rummage thtough her purse looking for change. She handed something to the cashier.
i
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to

go through this for the next

twenty minutes?
The baby started to fuss and the young
quiet her. "Can you take
“Sure? What?"

some

woman

began a gentle bouncing motion to

of this stuff off? I seem to be a little bit short."

She looked over the pile of food still not packaged and carefully picked out a can of
childrensdinosaurspaghetti. Her older son watched her remove it from the things they
were to take home. He turned his back and kicked at the floor, his arms folded tightly'
across his small chest.

"Now'?" asked the young woman.
dollars even A said the check-out girl.

"Two

Oh. for Petes sake, thought Mrs. Hurley. I'll be here forever. She opened her purse
and took out two dollar bills.
"Here," she said, thrusting the bills at the woman in front of her.
The other w'oma'n turned to her looking startled.Her face was a mask of confusion,
then sudden understanding.
"Here. " said Mrs. Hurley, "I haven't got all day. I'm in a hurry. Take it."
The young woman quickly chose three or four items from her order and put them

in

front of the cashier.
"Is this enough?" she asked.
The cashier rang up the items. "More than enough." she said.
A piercing wail broke forth from the younger boy a's he watched a bag of lollipops
disappearunder the counter.

"You promised."said

the older boy. "You said that if we \yerc good, you'd get us the

suckers. We w'crcgood.Ma." He stared at her. The younger boy continued to wail.
hush, hear me?" said his mother. He cried even harder.

"Look,

said the checker. "If

I

put the lollipopsback in. you're only

cents." She lished in herpockctand took out

a

overby

"You

twenty

-three

quarter.She dropped it in the cash drawer,

gave two cents to the boys' mother and'put the lollipopsback
every week. Pay me back next time.”

in

the bag.

"You shop here

"Thank you." said- the young woman. “I appreciate it." She gathered up her children
and wheeled the shopping cart out the door.
Mrs. Hurley took her place In front of the checker and watched the w oman and her
children leave.

"Some people!"she said to the check-out girl.
' came the reply. The girl looked her straight in

"Yeah.

the eye.

"Some

people."

Beverly Greer ’70 Langeveld

Lanesboro, Mass.

FIFTEEN

WINNERS
Hope College
Alumni Invitational II

University.

her husband and become a mother. In her spare time

Brent Heerspink ’71 of Cedarville, Mich., owns a
40-acre farm with his wife. Julie Porter. Workingwith

she enjoys restoring,redecoratingand painting

habit — writing poetry."
Linda Walvoord ’64 Girard of Moraga, Calif., has

watcrcolorsof old, historic buildingsat the Chautauqua

published poems most recentlyin Prarie Schooner.

pottery has been his full-timevocation since gradua-

Institution.

Nimrod anti Midwest Quarterly.In 1985 she was one

tion,

and he and his wife have built a new pottery

Lome

Vandegrift ’85

workshop and are in the process of building a

employed as

wood-fired kiln.
Lena Hibma ’46 of Holland. Mich., is presently

in

workingon her master of fine arts from Western
Michigan University.She received a master’s in art
from Western Michigan University in 1987 and in in
1980 completedan art major at Hope. She taught in
the publicschools from 26 years after graduating from
Hope.
Jon Hook '86 of South Holland ,
, concentrateson
1 II

his art in the

.

winter arid works with a road construction

crew during the rest of the year.
Patricia VanderWerf ’75 Johannsen of Kirtland.
Ohio, is

a

self-employed artist.She cnjpys golf, cross

a

Thams

of Gregory, Mich.,

is

professionalrecruiter and specializes

data processing. She spends the remainder of her

’*

of 10 poets in Illinois to receive a state Arts Council
fellowship in poetry.
Janet Hildebrand’71 of Fort Worth, Texas, heads the

tirqg with her husband and son.
Susan Gibbs ’79 Van Arendonk of Kalamazoo,

German Department atTexas Wesleyan University.In
addition,she works as a professionalwriter and

Mich. , recentlyresigned from her positionas registrar

consultantto Texas ChristianUniversity,and owns and

of the
to

Kalamazoo Institute of

Arts to

devote more time

operates a small business:WordsworthEditing and
Writing Service. Her hobbies include watching old

her art and to take care of her two children.

Debra Van Tbinen ’73ofOlympia,Wash..is selling

movies, swimming, playingthe piano and occasionally

her artwork around the country, allowing her the
in Seattleand Olympia.
Carol Lamberts ’67 Ver Meulen of Grand Rapids,

showing her poodle.
Carla Johnson ’84 teaches English as a second
language through the adult education program of the
San Diego (Calif’) Community College District. She

Mich. , for the past three years has been a store designer

also knits and sells berets to a reggae store.

freedom to focus on her work full time. She has studios

for "Matters" of

Floridaand Michigan. In September

Beverly Greer ’70 Langeveld of Lanesboro, Mass.,
additionto being a full-time homemaker,has done

country and downhill skiing, and plays tennis.

she moved from Sarasota. Fla. to Grand Rapids.

in

Daryl D. Johnson ’75 of Candia, N.H., recently
moved her studio to rural New Hampshireand works

BradWilliams’73ofHolland.Mich., isatheatrical
designer,mask maker and puppeteer.He has designed
and acted with Hope Summer Repertory Theatre, his
puppets are seen on nationaltelevision and he has been

freelancewriting for her local paper. The Berkshire

as a full-timeartist. Her paintings are included in
privateand corporate collectionsthroughout the

design consultant,resident, artist and teacher at

Eagle, is

a

deacon of her church and sings with a local

civic choir.She also serves on the board of directors
of the

Town

Players of Pittsfield and is volunteer

coordinator of "The Bluebird Project" in Berkshire

United States and Europe.
John Killmastcr ’68 lives in Boise, Idaho, and enjoys

a

the mountainsand water. He is a professor of art at

Bohnie Woods ’68 of Boston , Mass.

Works by the following 33 former Hope studentswere

Boise State University,.teachirig
painting,watercolor

has exhibited her work in Boston; -New York, N.Y.;

the

selectedfor exhibitionin Alumni InvitationalII:

and enameling. He spends much time traveling to art

Lost Angeles, Calif.; and numerous colleges and

Mel Andringa ’67 of Iowa City, Iowa, had all three
in Alumni
Invitational II. used as sceniccomponentsin American
Nervousness, a performancehe and writer F. John

centersand museums, giving workshopsin enameling

universitiesin the Midwest.

Janet Lootens ’81 of Birmingham, Mich., is
employed in the fundraising office of The Detroit

Herbert authored.

master’s degree in painting and is now working on a

DavidB. Baker ’77 ofKalamazoo,Mich., has been
working in film and animation since graduating and
started his own business in 1986. In additionto creating
animated segmentsfor internationally
distributed

master of fine arts degree in multi-media arts frofn

.

elements of “Arts of the West,” his artwork

videos,he

is

producing a 10 minute animated musical

Western Michigan University,working primarilywith
forms, painting and music. She also teaches

laster

Robert S. Molenhouse ’82 of

Joan TenCate ’63 Bonnetteof Dundee, Mich., has
had works included in more than 30 exhibitions.
Jan Rottschafer’57 Bos of Blacksburg, Va., is a
full-timeweaver working in a studio in her home.
Other of her artisticactivities includephotography and
drawing. She also enjoys cycling, swimming and
dancing, and is activelyinvolved in feminist and

after

a

St.

isn’t steady," he

says. "But
is a

it

.

,

where she and husband Brian make their home.

Golf is her main summer pursuit,and most of her
artwork now is’done on a freelancebasis.

in

her

home on Lake Macatawa.She and

her

husband

have three sons. Her hobbies are flower gardening,
fitness

walking, biking, wilderness camping,

and enjoys reading, antiques, art. music and Lake

Michigan.
Steven Mancinelli'75 is an evening student at New
York Law School .where he has been a member of the
New York Law School Review, and a part-time

Alumni Opus
1989

of

.

Femdale, Mich., pursuing her

City, with

whom
is

life's loves:writing,

and photography.
Joan Schramm ’75 is a lieutenantcommander with
travel

the U.S. Navy and is currentlysen ing as the Pacific
Regional Commander for the Defense Courier Service.

She

is

travel,

stationed at Yokota AB. Japan. She enjoys
photography, is an avid reader,and keeps her

hand in the literary world by writingarticles for local
newsletters,as well as her poetry.
Eric Sivertson '82 of Tyler. Texas, was named to
"Who’s Who in AmericanEducation" for 1989-90. He
is

currentlya writing instructorin Senior English at

Robert E. Lee High School and working on graduate

Homewood. III., is currently

employedat Frankel & Company in Chicago. III. , as
production manager in the developmentof marketing
support elements. She is planning on reluming to
graduate school to become a teacher.
Paul A. Rogers ’82 of Bangor. Pa. . has for the past

New York

school in Seattle, Wash., will continue to live in

and

a

in

also an avid technical rock and ice climber.
KatherineNelson ’74, decliningadmission to medical

smells better."

photographer.She lives and works inTaos. N.M.

Pennie and Edmonds

he will be associated after graduation in June. He

painterand professional

Lisa Rietveld '83 of

Mich

county's bluebird population.

various communications.
She is active in her church

seven years in the trash hauling industry."Art

Heather Molnar ’82

sachusettsAudubon Society that is trying to increase

Medical Center doing prospect researchand preparing

freelancephotographer and artist

employed, operatinga bed and breakfastestablishment

winters and spends the summers in Kalamazoo.

who

associatein trademark and copyright law with the firm

Beverly Curtis '87 of Holland. Mich., is self

the

painter

Joseph, Mich.,

Palm Springs. Calif.
Anne Mulder ’88 of Holland. Mich. , graduated as a
non-lradilionalstudent, and since then has been
dividing her time between her family,art and gallery
work.
Mary Mulder ’77 of New York, N.Y.. is owner of
Mulder/MartinInc., which provides character
costumes and puppets in New York City. Some recent
projects include a skatingdog costume for Disney on
Ice and bears, witches and goblins for the Houston
Grand Opera's production of Hansel and Gretel.

professionalski instructorin Keystone, Colo, during

is a

painting at WesternMichigan University.
currentlyworks as

Susan Van Dis ’77 Campbell currentlyworks as a

,

nationwide, and photographing and camping in the
West.
Marta Mieras ’85 of Kalamazoo. Mich., has a

warning children about the dangers of drug abuse.

environmental causes.

County, a projectunder the auspices of the Mas-

theatresand universitiesacross the country.

former Hope studentswere

Works by

the

following

included

in'

Alumni Opus 1989. Copies of the

19

courses at the University of Texas.
Nancy Yande Water '81 Sivertson ofTyler. Texas,

is

an elementaryteacher and helping raise her two

magazine are available.Address requeststo the Office

children.

of Public Relations.

Jon Philip Smoker ’69 of Elkhart, Ind., is a
semi-professionalweightlifterand holds a master's

Ralph B. Schrocder ’70 of Hamilton, Mich., is
currentlyemployed by Sligh Furniture Company as a

Richard LancelotBourne ’87 has traveledextensively since graduation, and has lived in New York,
N.Y. and New Mexico.
George Christian '70 of Albany. N.Y.. is an
administrativelaw judge for the State of New York.

Todd Erickson ’81 of Bedford. Mich., is employed ,
at The Center for Creative Studies-College of Art &

prototype builderand developer of new desks and other

His interests include cooking, reading and jazz.

Design, where he teachessculpture.He

the Black River Gallery and Artists' Cooperative in

traveling,reading, crocheting, sewing and knitting.
Robert A. Doering'86

is

working as an artistand art

manager at Doering Company in St. Joseph. Mich.
Janet Dyer ’75 ofSuffem,N.Y., is a free-lance writer
and editor. In June her artwork was featured in a
one-woman show at the Saddle River Valley Cultural
Center in

New

Jersey.

~
is

represented

by Cantor/LembergGallery in Birmingham. Mich.

employed in a bookstore in Ann
Arbor, Mich. Her hobbies include reading and
swimming.
K. Gary Hasek ’77 of Toledo, Ohio, has been
employedas a teacher, an actor, a director of Christian
.educationand as a Mennonite minister.Having
acquired two master’s degrees after studying at three
different seminaries, he is now pursuing a doctorate
in American culture studies at Bowling Green State
Gayle Geider ’88

is

four

years freelancedas a medical illustrator,primarily

preparing large medical drawings for educating juries
in

medical malpractice and personal injurycases.

Holland. Mich. . where he shows a variety of artwork.

Jim DeHorn ’70 is a teacher and coach at Allendale
(Mich.) High School.
Alyce B. DePree ’56 of Saline. Mich, is an arts and

Liane Sing ’76 of Hilo

humanities teacher at Greenhill’sschool, a small

office

environment furniture. He

.

Hawaii

years been employed at

UHH

,

is

a

member

of

both

has for the past five

as a graphic artist in

media services.She has developedan affinity for
large-formatphotographyand when logistics permit
takes her field camera along when exploring the
wonders of Hawaii.
Lois Hoogstra ’74 Taylor of Williamsville,N.Y..
since graduation has worked as a commercialartist
coloringthe Sunday comics

.

started

a

corporationwith

private

school in Ann Arbor, Mich.

.

where she

is

also

principalof the llth grade. She is a lecturer at the
Universityof Michiganin the department of English,
enjoys gardening, and

is

interested in

writingand the

degree in philosophy from Notre Dame. He has
published several articles in the field of weightlifting.
Del Sneller '67 of Holland. Mich., is married, has
three

daughters and farms a 10-acrevineyard of French

wine grapes and seedlesstable grapes. Having held a
varietyof jobs, from college professor to winery
cellar-master,
he is now a salesman for All-Phase
ElectricSupply in Holland.

Richard G. Thayer ’77

lives

with his wife, Myra,

and their three childrenin northernVirginia,where he
is

co-pastorin an ecumenical ministryand enjoys the

culturalfruits of the District of Columbia.

Herridk’56 White of South Bend,

Ind.

teaches

study of socialand political theory.

Julie

Lynne Adams ’63 Deur of Spring Lake, Mich., has
a small publishing company and reports that she rarely
finds "a quiet moment for indulgingmyself in an old

creativewriting and enjoys buying and selling
antiques.One of her poems was recently published in
the

Arts Indiana LiterarySupplement.

Free copies of Alumni Opus 1989
are available!
Send your request for

copy to
‘Office of Public Relations; Hope College; Holland, Mich. 49423.'
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Campus

profile

Hope students help
prisoners discover
through theatre
a small world, and

.In Christine Mode} '90

"A

II the world's a stage and all the
_/"\.men and women merely players..."
But when the world suddenly shrinks to the
size of a prison dormitory, “playing"
beeomes e\en more impontmt.
While inmates pla\ many parts on their
prison "stage" at the Miehigan Dunes
Correetional Faeilitynear Saugatuek.
perhaps the most importantand most
eonstruetive are those they take on as
parlieipants in the theater workshop presented eaeh y earhy I lope College students.
The workshop was begun by Thomas
Oehs. now a Hope senior, in the spring of
I9S7 while he was enrolled in ercative
dramaties;it Hope. Rec.|uired to do a
pratii^imas part ol the elass. Oehs eontaeted
Carol Juth. a I lope College laeulty member,

relerenee librarian and long-time \olunteer
at

MDCT.

w ho w as eager to start a theater

workshop there.
Two sessions were eondueted that spring.
Now. with IuikIs for transportation and
photoeopying from the Dean for the. Arts
and Humanities,and the partieipationof
approximatelyeight students eaeh semester,
the workshop is enjoy ing a strong run and is eurrently in its third season.
Aeeording to M1XT librarianBetsy
F.mdin '76 Kay lor. approximately 12
inmates attend the Saturday morning
sessions offered every other week as part
of the prison's reereationalprogram, whieh

“It’s a

chance for them

I think this broadened
on the world."
Ochs also believes that the program helps
change many prisoners'views of the world.
"The workshops give the inmates a chance
to experiment, a chance to develop characters." said Ochs. “This gives them a chance
to express a side of themselves they may
not even know or cannot express in their
present environment."
Acting seems to provide new ways of
looking at ideas and relationshipsand to

their perspective

create spontaneity that helps people to live
fuller lives. Both
that the

Oehs and Kaylor agree
workshops are a positivesource of

recreation for the prisoners, helping
to

them

release stress and to occupy their minds

creativelyin something outside themselyes.
But.- as paradoxical as it

may seem,

the

release from self absorption seems to help
the prisoners to

come

to

know themselves

belter. Ochs noted that the

workshops serve
encourage artistic creativ ity in the
prisoners, leading them to the discovery of
abilities they may not have even known they
to

had.
Kev in Foster-Bey was one participantin
-the program

who discoveredhis own

affinity for play writing. For Foster-Bey.

performing skits and "getting into the
emotional parts of the characters" were
fav orite parts of the workshop.
His interest

in

character led him to write

several of his own skits and to present two
of

them before

the group. Learning

how

to

rev eal character around the focus of a short
skit

provided a challenge, said Foster-Bey.

to be treated

one to one basis by somebody who

is

on an equal,

going

to

share

something with them, and they share back . .
When the prisoners come out, they can say
‘The whole system isn’t against me. Somebody
took the time to talk to me. ’ ”

.

- Carol Juth-Gavasso
also includes intramural sports, poetry
readings, a band and

a

gospel choir. While

other inmates are sleeping in, the small

group participatesin warm-up exercises,
improvisations, pantomimes and skits.
Through the workshop, said Kaylor. the
inmates have developed an appreciation for
the art of acting and for the drama, in
addition to acquiring a familiaritywith
basic theater techniqueand jargon, like
“focus." “character" and "conflict." She
also noted that she saw a different side of

many

of the prisoners

who

participated in

the workshop.

“The inmates came out of themselvesfor
this program." said Kay lor. "The prison is

Another participant in the program.
Kevin Ward, found a very different value
in the workshops. Because he is interested
in the ways people communicate. Ward
found observing the interactionsamong
characters intriguing,especially in pan-

tomime.
“I enjoyed learning about body language
and non-verbalcommunication." said
Ward. “By learning about body language.
I became more aware of the ways people
communicate."
Waal believes that the background in
English, communicatioaand literature that
the students could share with the inmates
was particularly valuable. But. according
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to

Juth-Gavasso,technicalexpertise is only

a part of what the students bring to the

viewed with animosity by most
society and that the animosity

—

prisoners.

of

is

American

destructive

because most prisoners, particularly

those in medium-securityprisons like

chance for them to be treated on
an equal, one-to-onebasis by somebody
who is going to share something with them,
and they share back." said Juth-Gavasso.
"The most intriguingskits to me are the
ones where they are allowed to do whatever
they want. They'll often break into rap.
which in Holland. Michigan you would
never sec." Juth-Gavasso said. "The
richness and quality are amazing to me."
Ochs agreed, noting that his interaction
with the prisoners has aided his development as an actor as he has observed how
they develop characters and deal with
settings.A computer science major with
plans for secondary teaching. Ochs also
believes that directingthe workshops taught

exposurethe Hope students have had to the
MDCF and the prisoners has shown them
a more realistic, and human, picture of what

him about presenting material in an interest-

prisons arc like. In addition,she hopes that

ing manner and about managing small

the participantsin the

group dynamics.

learned from their interactionwith the

"It's a

The

sharing of knowledge and abilities

MDCF.

will eventually be integrated back

into society.

Consequently,dispelling myths about
prisons is vital.

“The.workshops give a group

of

middle-

to-upper class students a chance to see the
inside of a prison, to meet

who

some

prisoners

probably very differentfrom
themselves in many respects." said JuthGavasso. “It breaks down those
aren't

stereotypes."

And

stereotypes interferewith most

prison reform. Juth-Gavassohopes that the

workshops have also

students.

"When

the prisoners come out. they can

between the students
and inmates in the workshops goes bey ond
the artistic purpose of theater. Juth-Gavasso

say 'the whole system isn't against me.

believes that the prison population

said Juth-Gavasso. "That's all we want

like these that "occurs

is

Somebody took

the time to talk to me,' "
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Hope near
All Sports race

Fall standouts put

top in

Standout performances in several fall
j^sports, including a rejuvenated football
program, have put Hope College right in
the thick of the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association

(MIAA)

All-Sports

race.

Hope claimed two MI A A championships
during the fall, winning the league’s golf
crown for a fourth consecutiveyear and
sharing the women’s cross country title.
The football team, after experiencinga
dismal 1988 campaign, was back in the
MIAA title race until the final weekend.
The 1989 fall season also marked the
successful debut of women's soccer as a

(cross country); Tim Lamic of

Grawn,

Mich, (football);Gerald Potter of Farmington, Mich, (soccer); Dal Townsend of
Clayton, Mich, (cross country); Brent Van
Blois of Orchard Lake, Mich, (soccer);and
Bryan Whitmore of Okemos, Mich, (cross
country).

Three Hope golfers
Earn AH-MIAA honors
Hope continued

its

dominationof

golf as three players, led by junior

MIAA

Magnus

two points. Calvin has 67 All-Sports points,

Lundblad of West Bloomfield, Mich.,
earned all-league honors.
Lundblad was the league's medalist,
averaging 79 strokes per 18-hole tournament
round. He was joined on the All-MIAA
honor squad by teammates Dave Tull, a
senior from Rochester. Mich., and Scott
Lone, a sophomore from Lake Orion, Mich.
The All-MIAA golf team is determined
by the best cumulative scores in league
tournaments.Lundblad (79.0) and Tull
(79.4) finished one-two among the league’s
individual scorers, while Lone (81.1) was

followed by Hope with 65, Kalamazoo 47,

sixth. Sophomore Dave

Alma

Joseph. Mich, was also

varsity sport.

7 Hope

finished runner-upin league races

in men's cross country, field hockey and
volleyball,third in women’s soccer and fifth
in men’s soccer.

Through the fall season, Hope trailed
defendingMIAA All-Sports champion
Calvin College

in

the All-Sports race by just

43. Albion 41

,

Adrian 38 and Olivet 13.

Ten seniors lettered in their
a

fall

sports for

fouith consecutive year. They were: Heidi

Carigon of Zeeland, Mich, (field hockey);
Vonnie Dood of East Lansing, Mich, (cross
country); Chris Duryee of Holland, Mich,
(football); KurtFriedriechsen
of Hamilton,
Mich, (football);Don Kent of Lodi. N.Y.

Edmunds of St.
among the league's

top 10 golfers, in ninth place (82.0)
Lundblad was All-MIAA for a second
straightyear while Tull had the distinction
of becoming the first Hope golfer in history
to play on four league championship teams.
The Flying Dutchmen, coached by Jed
Mulder, won three of the league’s seven
tournaments and were within two strokes
of the

champion in

the other four. Hope

-

finished 84 strokes ahead of runner-up
Calvin.

Hope’s string of four league championis the second longest in MIAA history.
Golf has been an MIAA sport since 1934.
Hope had not won an MIAA golf crown
since 1947 before the current streak.
Tull was voted this year’s most valuable
player by his teammates while Lone was
elected the most improved. Co-captainsof
the 1990 team will be Lundblad and Lone.
The Flying Dutchmen will be bidding for
a berth in the NCAA DivisionIII national
tournament next spring.
ships

Women

harriers gain

League co-championship
The women’s MIAA cross country race
this fall

was one of the most balanced in

history. In fact, the best

NCAA

Division

III

teams in the Great Lakes region came from
the

MIAA.

Critical double dual

over

Alma

home meet victories

(26-29) and Calvin (23-32)

colleges paved the way for the Flying Dutch

Senior Holly Vandenberg was a four-time
All-MIAA and All-Regionchoice in
volleyball.

EIGHTEEN

MIAA

championship
under coach Mark Northuis ’82.
Hope finished undefeatedin league dual
meets, but was forced to share the seasonal
MIA Achampionship with Calvin when the
Flying Dutch finished runner-up to the Lady
Knights at the league championship meet.
It was the same scenario a week later as
Calvin and Hope finished one-two in the
NCAA Division III Great Lakes Regional
meet.
Hope has now been the MIAA women’s
cross country champion four of the past five
years and either first or second at the NCAA
meet during that span.
The Flying Dutch won the Great Lakes
CollegesAssociation(GLCA) championto gain their first

The excitement of the football season

is

exhibited by sophomore Kelly Powers following

a touchdown reception.

weekend of

play and had a

ship for the third year in a row.

until the final

This year junior Jilanne Bannink of
Holland. Mich, and freshman Marcia
VanderSallof Orange City, Iowa earned
All-MIAA honors as they finished fifth and
sixth in the league meet. Bannink has been
All-MIAA in cross country for three years
and is also an All-MIAA and NCAA
All-American swimmer. VanderSall was the
only freshman on the league honor squad.
Both VanderSalland Bannink qualified
for the NCAA Division111 national championship meet as they
finished third and sixth in the Regional
competition.At nationals, VanderSallwas
52nd among 135 runners while Bannink

chance to gain a co-championship.That was
made possible by a key Homecoming
victory over Adrian. 15-13, and a stunning
34-21 home triumph over pre-season league
favorite Alma.

Hope's miraculouscomeback was
short-lived, however, as the

Dutchmen

themselves were victims of an upset as they

bowed

to

Kalamazoo. 23-2

1

,

in

the

season

finished 83rd.

VanderSallwas voted the team's most
valuable runner, while junior Michelle

BruskotterofGrandvillc.
Mich, was chosen
the most improved runner. Co-captainsin

1990 will be Bannink and Sheila Brink, a
junior from Elkhart, Ind.

Gridders battle for

MIAA
The

title to the end
football team was stunning in both

Coach Ray Smith's
Dutchmen finished just 4-5 overall, but it
was a major improvement from 1988 when
Hope won only one game.
The league’s coaches didn't think Hope
would be much better in 1989. This year,
they picked the Dutchmen to finish fifth.
Instead, Hope stayed in the league race

victory and defeat.

Senior Heidi Carigon’ s field hockey efforts

were worthy of MIAA

MVP

recognition.
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llnalc.Kalamazoo had not defeated
since

l%9 and

k

Hope

the Hornets came into the

contest winless in 24 games. The loss forced

' 'I

Michigan-IndianaInv itational tournament
and adv anced to the finals of the season
-ending Michigan-Indiana-Kentuckv
tournament.

V-

Hope to settle for third place as Adrian and
Albion tied for the league championship.
"This was one of the most rewarding
seasons in my 20 years at Hope." said"
Smith, "The teams' work ethic and enthusiasm made coaching a pleasure."
Fourplaycrs earned All-MIAA first team
recognition. Junior kicker Duy Dang of
Tccumseh. Mich, was the only Hope player
on the offensive first team. Already Hope's
career kicking leader. Dang this season was

Senior Heidi Carigon of Zeeland. Mich,
was voted the co-most valuable player in
the MIAA along with Jackie VanderBrug of
Calvin. This season Carigon scored 10
goals and added five assfsts-.
She was joined on the All-MIAA first
team by teammates Eileen Malkevvitz, a
junior from Grand Ledge, Mich., and Sue
Spring, a junior from Vestal. N. Y. Hope
players named to the All-MIAA second
team were Cath Davidson, a sophomore
from Ballston Lake. N.Y.; Kathy Kelly, a
junior from Scotia. N.Y.; and Abby Van
Duyne. a junior from Flint.
A season highlight came in an 11-0
victory over Berea. Ky. when junior Cindy
Phelps of Dearborn. Mich, tied a school
record by scoring five goals.
Carigon was voted the team's most
valuable player while sophomore Jennifer
McGlynn of Berkley, Mich, was selected
the most improved player. Co-captainsin
1990 will be Spring and Van Duyne.
Inaugural season a
banner one in soccer
Hope College introduced varsity
women's soccer on a successful note as the
Flying Dutch posted an overall7-5- 1 record
and finished third in the MIAA.
Both of Hope's MIAA losses were 1-0

successful on H-of- 14 attempted Held goals.
His field goal kicking led totwo of Hope's
victories.

Hope

players voted to the

All-MIAA

team were senior tackle Kurt
Fricdricchsen of Hamilton. Mich.: junior
linebacker Jayson Stuckey of Saginaw.
Mich.: and senior back Tim Lamie of
Grawn. Mich. Fricdricchsen. Lamie and
Dang each received All-MIAA honors for
a second time. Friedriechscn was also
named the Great Lakes defensivefootball
player of the week for his performance in
defensive

the

v

first

ictory over

Alma.

Hope players afforded All-MIAA second
team honors were offensive tackle Mike
Balkcma. a junior from Kalamazoo. Mich.:
offensive guard Brian Etzcl. a junior from
Bloomfield Hills. Mich.; fullback Chris
Duryee. a senior from Holland. Mich.: and
linebacker Scott Jones, a sophomore from
Berrien Springs. Mich.
Duryee was voted the team's most
valuable offensive player as he gained 797
yards and scored seven touchdowns, while
Lamie was elected the most valuable
defensive player fora second straight year.
Lamie. who finished second in the
balloting for Ml AA most valuable player
honors, was also presented the Allen C.
Kinney award by the coaching staff for
overallcontribution to the footballprogram.
Stuckey and Balkcma were elected
co-captains of the 1990 football team.

decisions to league

Sophomore Anita Shier and freshman Kirsten Stoesser (8) helped usher
women's soccer as an intercollegiatesport.
Senior receives rare
volleyball recognition

ing

asoneof

Hope's outstandingall-around athletes by
the time she graduatesnext spring.
This

she led the Flying Dutch to
another banner volleyball- season which
included an overall 26-5 record and a
second-placetic in the MIAA standings.
fall

a

very successful Hope

volleyball program that during her four
seasons posted a 111-26 record. An allaround athlete. VandenBcrghas also been
All-MIAA in basketball and softball.

Coach Donna

Eaton's Flying Dutch

opened the season with a 15-game winning
streak which included capturing the Great
Lakes Colleges Association(GLCA)
tournament championship for a. fifth
straight year. In seven seasons under Eaton.
Hope has compiled a 138-59 record.

VandenBcrgon the All-MIAA
team was sophomore tcammeate Holly
Brown of Kalamazoo. Mich., while senior
Shelley Koster of Wyoming. Mich, was
voted to the second team.
Joining

first

VandenBcrgwas voted the team's most
valuable player for a second straightyear,
while sophomore Shelly Bateman of
Holland. Mich, was chosen the most
improved player. Co-captainsin 1990 will
be juniors Mary Moriafty ofGrand Rapids.
Mich, and Janine Whittemore of Farmington
Hills. Mich.

Men's cross country
team finishes runner-up
a glittering

standout on the links as he earned

MVP

honors

in golf.

MIAA

The Flying Dutchmen enjoyed another
excellent season, although the accomplishments were overshadowed bv an outstand-
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MIAA

goals in 13 games. Freshman Julie Akin of

champion Calvin College team

that finished third at the

Senior Holly VandenBcrgof Grand
Rapids. Mich, will be recognized

been the catalyst of

Magnus Lumiblad was

of

shutout victories as they yielded just nine

VandenBcrg was voted to the All-MIAA
and Midwest region coaches' teams for an
unprecedentedfourth straight year. She has

Junior

in the advent

champion Kalamazoo

and runner-up Calvin. The Flying Dutch,
under coach Stein Slette '87. scored five

NCAA

Division

Indianapolis, bid. led the team in scoring
II goals.

III

with

nationals.

Tri-State Invitational.

Hope players voted to the All-MIAA fi'rst
team were sophomoreKris Olenik of St.
Charles. III. and junior Lynn Schopp of
Carmel, Ind. Second team All-MIAA
choices were sophomore Tammy Lind of
Mequon. Wis. and senior Sue Robbert of
Portage. Mich.

Hope opened the season by winning their
own invitationalmeet and later captured the

valuable player,while freshmanTinaGarcia

Coach Mark

Northuis’

Dutchmen won

their share of invitationalchampionships
and their only dual meet loss was to Calvin.

And

the two

MIAA

teams proved an

outstanding one-two punch at the 20-team

Great Lakes Colleges Association

(GLCA)

championship, both for the fourth time

of Holland. Mich, was selected the most

in

five years.

improved player. Co-captainsin 1990 will
be Schopp and junior Kara Wolfe of

Only one second separated senior Bryan

Whitmore of OkemOs, Mich, from

Olenik was voted the team's most

Rochester, Mich.

NCAA

All-American status. Competing at the
DivisionIII national meet for a second
consecutiveyear. Whitmore finished 26th
in a field of 184 runners. All-America
recognition is presented to the top 25
runners, a position that eluded Whitmore
by one second. Whitmore had qualified for
nationals by finishing third at the Great
Lakes Regional meet.
Junior Bruce Fletterof Grand Rapids.
Mich, and Whitmore earned All-MIAA
honors as they finished second and seventh
at the league championship meet. They
were voted the co-most valuable runners by
their teammates.The team's most improved
runner was sophomore Scott Kaukonen of
Colon. Mich.
Senior Heidi Carigon
Ml A As Co-most valuable
The Flying Dutch field hockey team
enjoyed its most successful season in seven
years, finishing runner-upto Calvin in the
MIAA standings while posting an overall
12-8 record.

Under coach Karla Wolters '73. the
Flying Dutch gained nine shutout v ictories.
The team was undefeated(3-0) in the

Men’s soccer team
plays opponents close

The 1989 men's soccer season will be
rememberedfor the closeness of the
competition. The Flying Dutchmen of
coach Todd Winkler '88 posted a 6-10-2
overall record, but six of the losses were
decided by a single goals.
The Flying Dutchmen finished fifth
the

in

MIAAstandingsforasecondyearin
a

row. The team allowed an average of only
1

.5 goals per

game,

but was able to generate

just 23 goals themselves during the 18

game

campaign.

Hope

players voted to the

All-MIAA

second team were junior Grant Scott of
Northbrook. III.; junior Pat Dalton of
•Carmel. Ind.; and senior Brent Van Blois
of West Bloomfield.Mich.
Van Blois was voted the team's most
valuable player for a second consecutive
year, while Scott received the honor as the

most inspirationalplayerandfreshman Joe
Clemens of Goshen. Ind. the most improved
player.
Tri-captainsof the 1990 team will be Scott.

Dalton and junior Brendon Kronewetter of
Delaware.Ohio

NINETEEN

ALUMNI NEWS
Don

class notes

alumni alert

News and information for class notes, marriages,
births, advanced

by Janet Mielke ’84

Pinkham

degrees and deaths are compiled for
news from Hope College by Greg Olgers.The deadline
for the. next issue is Jan. 28.
Severalof the '70s and '80s class notes that appear in
this issue were obtained from the October. 989 edition
of the "Hope Geology Newsletter" (Volume VIII).
Althoughmany alumni inform the Alumni Office of
their news directly, such secondary sources are often
used in compiling class notes for news from Hope
1

Tub snow

today it seems
only appropriate to annnounce the
Alumni Assoeiation’s annual “Winter
Happening,” which will be on Saturday,
Feb. 17th on the Hope campus. Now in its
sixth year, the day features entertainment,
educationand plenty of excitement.
Morning presentations will be made by
Dr. Jeanne Jacobson who will discuss
“Mystery,” Dr. Boyd Wilson with his
“Vision of India” and Roger Rietberg with
members of Hope’s Chapel Choir relating
their adventuresduring the Choir’s recent
in the air

tour to Russia.
Their presentations will be followed by

College.

20s
Aaron Ungersma ’26 of Los Gatos, Calif,survived
Los Gatos earthquake while living eight miles
from the epi-center.“What a shaking!," he reports.

the '89

30s
Wendell Miles ’38, United States district judge, has
been appointed to a seven-year term on the United
States Foreign IntelligenceSurveillance Court by
Supreme Court Chief Justice WilliamH. Rehnquist.
The court is composed of seven United States District
Court judges and meets several times a year.

the ever-popular “Rendezvous With History.'This year’s topic is "Nature and

40s

Man:

Partnership vs. Acid Reign.”

Lunch will feature George and Roberta
“Lemer and Lowe 7 Broadway’s

Calvin Malefyt ’46 is the founding pastor of the
Chapel Hill.N.C. ReformedChurch, which dedicated
its new $200,000 facility on Sept. 24.

Kraft in

50s

Last Romantics,” a program highlighting

music from Brigadoon, Paint Your Wagon,
My Fair Lady, Gigi and Camelot.
Basketball excitement comes to the Civic
Center during the afternoonas the Flying
Dutchmen take on Adrian College. There
will be special half-time activitiesand a
reception immediately after the game.
Recently I have been asked how the cost
of regional alumni gatherings is determined.
All

Hope

in other

regional events are self-funded;

words, the cost to our alumni

is

the actual cost to the college.
In an effort to control costs and thereby
permit participationby as many of our
alumni as possible, the college has held
hors ’d oeuvres receptions, potlucks,
brunches, and picnics in lieu of dinners. We

would appreciate any creative solutions/
ideas you might have

.

My

goal

is

for these

events to be as enjoyable, useful and
affordable to you as possible, in addition
to providing the opportunity to renew your
ties with your Alma Mater.
I look forward to hearing from you. Have'
a blessed holiday season.
,

A

{Lfr/nJuT

Donald Boss ’SO

of Waupun. Wis. retired from the
ministryon Oct. . He served ReformedChurch
in Americachurches in Lucas, Mich.; Lansing, Mich.;
Canton, S.D.; Fulton. III.;South Holland. 111.;
DeMotte. Ind.; Randolph. Wis. and Waupun.
Ron Schipper’52, the head football coach at Central
College in Pella,Iowa, has tied the all-time,alldivisions record for most consecutive winning
seasons. Centralis assuredofits 29th straight winning
year under Schipper, lying the record set by John .
Merritt,who had eight seasons at Jackson State and
21 seasons atTennessec Slate. Schipper was previously
tied for second on the overall list with Alabama's Paul
“Bear" Bryant, who recorded 28 straight winning
active

1

Battjes ’68 owns and manages Bob Baker
Productions in Los Angeles, Calif. Included in Bob
Baker Productions is the Bob Baker Marionette
Theater,which was founded in 1963 and has become
the lonest-running,permanentpuppet theaterof its
kind in the United States.Some of the company's
marionetteshave appeared in Close Encounters of the
Third Kind, Escape to Witch Mountain . Bedknobsand
Broomsticks, and many televisioncommercials,
including Levi’s “Walking Tag"" and MacDonald's
popular “MacTonite" man-in-the moon. The marionettes are currently performing in a production of The
Nutcracker.
Karon Armstrong ’69 visitsTwin Cities-areaschools
as one of 3M’s “Visiting Technical Women,” infonning
students about technicalcareers,answering their
questions and encouraging them to take courses in and
pursue careers in math and science. She is a toxicologistfor 3M Corporate Toxicologist Services.
Donald Luidens’69, associateprofessorof sociology
at Hope, attended the inauguration of Dr. Rodney J.
Sawatskyas the fourth presidentof Conrad Grebel
College in Waterloo, Ontario.

70s
Eileen Verduin ’70 Beyer has joined Steelcase Inc.
in Grand Rapids. Mich, as a writer in the corporate
communications
department after contractingthere as
an independent consultant for the past three years.
Ernie Otto '70 is chief acquisitionsgeologist with
AXEM Resources Inc. in Denver. Colo.
Jonathan ”Nafe’”’ Fuller ’71 is a geologistwith Ohio
DNR Division of Geological Survey. Lake Erie
Section, Sandusky. Ohio.
Linda Provo ’71 Fulton is a geologistwith Exxon
USA in Midland. Texas, which is involved in
production in die Permian Basin.
Ross Mack ’71 is a production engineer with Task
Force Tips Inc. in Valparaiso, Ind. He has also been
playing Renaissance and Batoque music with an early
music group the past three years.
Lois Mcalister ’71 Mulder is owner and managerof
her catalogorder business,named "Delicate Design."
She and her husband have five children,and she is
involved with many school-relatedactivities.
Cal Van Holland ’71 is senior geologist with Total
Minerals Corp. involved with in-situ mining of uranium in south Texas.
Ronald Augustine ’72 is vice presidentof business

developmentfor First of America Bank in Holland,
Mich. Other activities include working with United
Way and coaching a soccer team.
Louise Hughes ’72 Davies and her family are
returningto live in the United States after living in
England since she graduated, and will be moving from
a village of 296 people in England to a large city in
northern California.
Doris Smith ’72 Getty is administratorfor Structural
Measurement Systems of Albany, N.Y.,
which sells software to companiesfor engineering
applications.
Janice Moore ’72 Ouellette of Milford, Mich, is a
sales clerk/typist
for New Hudson Corp., which
manufactures industrialrolls used in the manufacture
of glass,steel, paper, plastic film and in the printing
industry.

Rod Schipper ’72 has been a ranger for the Bureau
of Land Management at the Paria Canyon-Vermilion
Cliffe Wilderness on the Utah-Arizona border since
1980. He patrols and gathers baseline information of
the wilderness resource for monitoring programs.
Jocelyn Peterson ’73 Vitanye is a geologistwith the
U.S. Geological Survey in Palo Alto, Calif.
Bob Zilinksi'73 is seniordevelopment geologistwith
Union Texas Petroleum Ltd. of London. England.
Robert Wolff ’74. professorof biology at- Trinity
ChristianCollege in Palos Heights, 111., was featured
in the Oct. 23,1989 issue of The Banner, a publication
of the ChristianReformed Church. The story focused
on his being given custody of 200 tarantulas impounded
at Chicago’s”O’Hare Airport while being shipped by
•

spider smugglers.

Bradley Broekstra ’75

is an independent petroleum
geologist retained by Harry’ H. Cullen of Houston,
Texast His responsibilities
include generating oil and
gas drilling prospects in the south Louisiana Tertiary

Basin.

Carol Conklin ’75 is an administrativeassistantat
WestminsterConservatory
of Music in Princeton.N.J.
and also organist/director
at St. Stephen's Lutheran
Church of Edison, N.J.
Matthew Rumpsa '75 is manager of programsand
services for Amway Corp. in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Personal activities include coaching youth sports in
football,basketballand soccer.
John Sengelaub'75 is regionalmanagerin communicationsforTelesphereNetworkInc. in New York. N.Y.

He also coaches soccer and writes.
Joan Donaldson ’75 Voorhees is a homemaker.

campaigns.
Hans Veening 'S3 has been appointed a presidential
professor at Bucknell University of Lewisburg,Pa.
There have been 10 such appointments since the
special rank and honor was establishedin 1972. He
has been a member of Bucknell's faculty since 1958,
and is currently professor of chemistry and chair of
the

chemistry

department.

*

Richard Decker ’56. senior research fellow with
Abbott Laboratories,directed the research group that
led the developmentof Abbott's new test to detect
AIDS virus antigens — the first such diagnostic test
to receive approval for marketing from the United
States Food and Drug Administration.
Mary Jane Adams ’56 Dykema is presidentof the
Grand Haven Board of Education. She has eight years
experience on the board, servingsix years as president.
Harley VerBeek ’59 of Zeeland, Mich, has been
appointed principal of KelloggsvilleChristianSchool.
He. was previouslysuperintendentof Calvin Christian
School in South Holland, III. for 20 years.

60s

ALUMNI BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OfTicers
Sue Bruggink'73 Edema. President.Grand
Rapids. Mich.
JeffreyCordes '80. Vice President.Mesquite.
Texas
Mary Damstra '68 Schroeder, Secretary.Grosse
Pointe. Mich.

Roger Kleinheksel’60 is starting a new church for
the ReformedChurch in America in Manorville, N.Y.,
a new community on the easternend of Long Island.
John Hubbard ’61 has been named acting head of
Eastern MichiganUniversity'sForeign Languagesand
Bilingual Studies Department.
Marcia Meengs ’63 Eaton has been promoted to
coordinator of the Zeeland, Mich. Early Childhood
Center and its programs. She was previously the
center'slead teacher.

Board Members

Norman Tellicr

William Aardema '79. Parchment. Mich.

Foundation.
Peter Houting ’65 of Corpus Christi, Texas retired
from the U.S. Navy after 23 years active service and
is currentlythe Naval Science Instructorat Moody
High School, a predominantly Hispanic school in

John Abe '79, Naperville, III.
Cal Bruins '61. Phoenix. Ariz.
Stanley C.

Busman '73. Minneapolis, Minn.

’63

Garret E. DeGraff '71. AverillPark. N.Y.

Corpus.

Marianne Hageman '58. De Pere. Wis.
James Hanson II '80. Bemardsville. N.J.
Peter Idema '89. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Mohammad “Moe”

Betty

Whitaker '62 Jackson, West Melbourne. Fla.

Bame ’50 Kerr, Nassau. N.Y.
Thelma Leenhouts'66. Washington.D.C.
Steve Norden ’74. Dublin, Ohio
Heidi Sunderhaft '91. Columbus. Ohio
AnneWalvoord '73VanderByl, Williamson. N.Y.
David Veldink '92. Jenison. Mich.
A. JefferyWinne '73. McMurray. Pa.
Beverly

TWENTY

is

director of the

RCA's Extension

Nozari ’65, generalmanagerof
the Consumer SpecialtiesDivision of 3M, was on the
Hope campus Nov. 3 to speak on “Global Marketing"
at a business-community
breakfastand meet with Hope
marketing classes.
Doug Cook ’66, vice presidentof ComericaInc. and
president of Comerica Mortgage Corp. , was featured
in an article about Comerica that appeared in the
business section of the Sept. 18 issue of The Deiroil

News.
Terry Sheffield ’67. a captain in the U.S. Navy, has
reported for duty with Commander in Chief, U.S.
Naval Forces Europe, London, United Kingdom.

Divi

Samba

An album by the Hope College Jazz Ensemble
Released by Mark Records
$9 per record; $10 per cassette; $15 per compact disk

• Directed by Professor Robert Thompson
• “Late Night Jazz Station” narrated by Professor Jack Ridl
• Cover art by Professor Del Michel

— A great

Christmas gift!

Checks should be made payable to the Hope College Music Department.
To order your copy, write “Diva Samba, "
do Hope College Music Department; Holland, Ml 49423
or call (616) 394-7650 for faster process^
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manager with MarathonOil Co. in Houston. Texas.
Su/anne I bornlon 'll ol Walker. Mich, recentlv
moved from Peloskcy.Mich, to Grand Rapids. Mich,
and works as manager of customer. scrv ices for
MichiganConsolidated Cias Company.
Doug Burns 78 is a hy drologist and pro ject chief in
I'.S.G.S. Water Resources Division'sAlbany. N.Y.
subdistrict office.
'

larianne Walck "78 Chad is a researchgeophy sicist
Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque.

lor

under contractvv ith the U.S.G.S. in New Orleans. La.
Scott Broekstra '83 is a development geologistwith
Union of Californiain Lafayette.Lai
Sue W iseman '83 Browder is a seerctaryfor the
United Stales Government,an administrative. sergeant
for the U.S. Army in New York. She is secrota'rx for
the chief of the CounterIntelligence
Division of the
66th Military IntelligenceBrigade.
Brian Bussa 83 ol \\esljand.Mich, is a staff geologist
with Hart Environmental.
I

homas Conroy '83

Dav
jeet manager for
St. Paul. Minn.

Della Env irotnnenlalConsultants in

Robert Delaney "78 is a missionary to Irelandwith
Greater Europe Mission.
Kathy Kuivila '78 is with the Sacramento. Calil.
I'.S.G.S. office, where she is finishinga project on
selenium in the San Joaquin River which has started
leaching Irom the rocks and causing, deformities in
buds.

John Kullman
lor

"78 is completion engineering manager
Eastern States Exploration Company in

Penn.sv Ivania.

Champions"held on Saturday, Dec.
Hope College Basketball Team, which won the 1939-40
M1AA championship, and Robert F. Powers ’40. 1939 MIAA co-most valuable
-4

"50th Anni vcrsaj-y Tribute lo 1939-40 Ml AA

2 honored the 1939-40

football player. The 1939-40 basketball team won

its title in

a dramatic, last-second.

35-34 victory against Alma College, and had compiled an overall record of 16-2.
Powers, who played nearly every positionfor two years at Hope, was the college's
first recipientof the MIAA most valuable football player award — and he received
his honor during the basketball team's championship game in 1940.
Eight members of the basketball team and Powers returned for the tribute. Pictured

from

to right are: (front row)

left

Formsma

row) Harold Colenbrander '41, Kenneth Honholt '40
’42 and Powers.

fannerin Ivmn illc. Midi., whore she
homesehnolin”her iwo ehililren.
Kiilln Kotenko '76 linlkcmais elinieal eoordinalor

i|uillnt;ikci
;iikI
i'

ear<Jio|Hihnonar\
department at Holland
OomnuiniiiHospital.She is also workingon her
master'sdeeree in management through Ai|uinas
College.
in the

Gail Do Boer '76 Barton is invoked in real estate
developmentwith CallerraDevelopment Ine. in Los
Angeles. Calil
.

Marv

Hill '76 is a ground vv tiler hydrologistw ith the
NationalReseareh Program vv ith the Water Resources
Division ol the I'.S.G.S. in Denver. Colo.
John Klanko '76 has heen a hvdroeeolouist with
liBASCO Services Inc. (LNVIROSPHliRB)in New
Jersey since Lehruarv.
Janol Loveless '76 Lewis is a staff computer
applicationsanalv si for Mohil )il (MLPSI ) in Dallas.
Tevas, She works on a team that develops, maintains
ami supportsa geoscience mappingsoflw tire product,
httsed on CAD/CAM principles.
Jim Sloan '76 is assistantto the directorI'aeullv
researchtissociale in the Larlh Sv stctli Science Center
(

Penn State.
Nan Dyke '76 is a geophysicist with Chevron
L.S.A in Stm Ramon. Calif."
John Noorhees '76 is farming fruit, primarih
organicallygrown hlueherries'. in K-nnville. Mich.
tit

Jill

Other activities include playing piano/accordion for
country dancing around the slate of Michigtin.
Rich W heeler '76 is mideontiiietHarea superv isorvv ith
the Htisiern LAplortuion Division for liwon Co..
U.S.A. in Houston. Tevas.

^

JgAA) „
CLASS

John Visser '42, Donald
'40; (back
(Co-Captain),Elmer Morgan

Kenneth Vanden Berg

'42, Lee Brannock '40 (Co-Captain) and

'42.

Raymond Lokers

Robert Wood '76 is a geophysical data analyst for
development and supportof softwarevv ith Halliburton
Geophysical Services (HGSl in Houston. Texas.
Barbara Pyzanovvski'll Bentley is senior staff
geologist with Amoco Production Co. in Houston.
Texas. Since July of PJSH she has heen conductim;
field exploitationstudies in the Gulf of Sue/.-Egypi.
and when she is finishedthis spring the results will
he presented lo the Egyptians.
Kathy Babinski'll Knapman is a homemaker and
mother, and has heen in transition this past year while
relocatinglo he near her husband's emplov ment.vvith
Hewlett Packard in Indiana.
Eric Niewochncr 'll of Columbia. Mo. owns a
compuier/telcconnminications luni, Niecon.
RichardNolcn-Hoekscma 'll is;t researchassociate
in geophy sics at Stanford Universityin California.
His
job involves measurementof rock propertiesto aid
seismic interpretation
of undergroundprocesses.
Donald IVnniman 'll has heen'seniorhy drogeologisl
for War/y n Engineering Inc. in Novi. Mich', since
July It).
Carl Schnftenanr'77 is a geophy sicist /geologistvv ith
Chevron U S A. in Denver. Coin.
Eric Smcvog 'll is alL'e and well tts a dentistin
SiHithampton. Pa. However, he is not what he has been
tvporting in recent editionsat news from Hope
College. He is not a former dental officer on an aircraft
carrier in the Sea of Japan, or a Navy test pilot or a
member of an olf-Broadw ay acting company ora deep
sea diver. You got us good Eric, but you've been
discovered. (T.R.i
Lewis Ten Have 'll

is

international

Reunion Class Giving

is

new v enturesarea

the

key

reaching the $1,100,000 goal
from 50% of our Alumni

GOALS
DOLLAR/DONOR

DATE
DOLLAR/DONOR

1945

1950
1955
I960
1965
1970
1975

$
$
$
$

30,000/ 77
20,000/ 67
50,000/201

20,000/103
$100,000/ 165

$

50.000/ 165

$ 25,000/ 191

$ 25.000/181

Those classes will hold

La. in the

New

Orleans. La. area from Katy. Texas.
is a Ph D. candidate at Purdue'
University.His area of research is computational
seismology.

Carl Daudt '79

CatherineHeise '79 Ellison of Evanston. III. is a
aniummicalions
coordinatorw ith MetPlans. a div ision
ol Metropolitan Life Insurance.
Jell Eeenstra "79 is a self-employed builder in the
Holland. Mich. area.
Sarah Forbes (Samme) Orvvig '79 lives in Hoboken.
N..I. and is pursuing her dream of working in magazine
publishing. She currentlyworks for Scene magazine
and also writes on a ftee-lancebasis.In 1986 'she
published a 145-page historyof Stony Lake. Mich.,
where she has spent her.summers since childhood. She
was also elected to the board of directors of Spicecrafl
and to an executive committee of the AmericanSpice
Trade Association.
Carl Loren '79 in July. of 1988 started working in Aira
Hospitalin Ethiopiaas a medical missionary with the

•ReformedChurch in America.

80s
Debra Muir '80 Eeenstra teaches second grade and
is working on her master'sdegree at Grand Valley State
University.

Daniel Halley '80 is a senior geologistwith Ecology
and EnvironmentInc. of San Francisco. Calif.
Greg Holcombe '80 is an urban planner for the
Riven icw Group in dovvntvvon Holland. Mich, and is
involved in public planning and privatedevelopment
activities.

Glenn Luther '80

is employedas a nurse anesthetist
Vincent Medical Center in Toledo. Ohio.
Beth Bischoff "80 Marrie of Swampscotl.Mass,
works part-timeat the Marblehead/Swapscotl
as a sw im instructor for the pro-schoolprogram. Both
she and her husband also have theirown snow-plowing
business during the winter.

at St.

YMCA

Deanna Palladino ‘80 Montgomeryis a sales
representativewith McGraw-HillPublishing Co.
Rick Zoulek ‘80 is athletic director of Shelby (Mich. )
High School. He also teaches high school business
classes,and coaches girls junior'v arsity and boys
varsitybasketball.
Beth Latham '81 Confranciscois the northeast
regional administratorfor Schweber Electronicsin
Bedford. Mass.
Michelle Carlson '81 Fletcher is a homemaker and
mother. She and her husbandare enjoying their new
home in Muskegon. Mich.
Stephen Le Fevre '81 is a senior geologistwith
Clough. Harbour & Assoc. - Engineers & Planners in
Albany. N.Y.

their reunions during

$

1,775/ 13

$ 3,860/29
$ 3,718/14
$25,785/22
$ 4,170/21

$ 5,738/ 16
$ 6,944/27
Alumni Weekend May
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project

manager/geologistfor

medicine.

John Webster '81

$ 5,518/18

is

CherokeeGroundwaterConsultants'in Davie' Fla.
Ronald Moolenaar '81 has joined the group os
specialists offeringservicesat the Community Health
Center in Hudsonville. Mich. He specializesin
internal

TO

is

A

self-employed with G.

Associates Inc.

Lisa Civilctte '83 Hilbert of San Bruno. Calif,has
since January been employed as an account analyst
ith Tandam Computers.
Mo-Szc Hui '83 is a chemist involved in the
commercialproduct developmentin coatinas

w

materials.

Paul Massoth '83

is an environmental response
geologist with the MichiganDepartmentof Natural
Resources in Plainvvell, Mich.
Barb Povve '83 Mortonsonol'Ocononiovvoc.Wis. has
accepted a positionas director of alumni and development for the MilwaukeeSchool of Engineerina.
Heidc Kapischkc'83 Olson ol Gurnee. 111. is a sales
representativefor P.H. GlatfelterCo., a paper mill.
Ken Schreuder '83 is a regionalprogramsupervisor
in Wyoming with the Departmentof Environmental
Quality Solid Waste Management Program.
James Aardemu '84 is owner vice presidentof
Environmental Consulting and TechnologyInc. and
General Environmental Systems Inc. in St'. Petersburg.

George Burbach '79 recentlymoved to Mandev ille.

Nick Marcclletti '81

to

\

1940

Charlie Otto "78 is presidentbrew master with Otto
Brothers' Brew ing Co. in Jackson, W'yo.
David Wissink "78 ol Cortland. N.Y. is the director
ol the Day Treatment Program of the J.M. Murray
Center,a program for the severelv. profoundlv disabled.
Robert Angle Jr. '79 of Lawton. Mich, has joined
Quo-TangInc. ol Paw Paw. Mich, as accounting/credit
manager.

is

is workingon a Ph D. in Igneous
Petrology at IndianaUniversityin Bloomhuiton 'hid.
Daniel Brandsma '82 is supervisor in the area of
GN&C software applicationsfor RockwellInternationalin Buena Park. Calif.
DouglasDeuitch '82. a first lieutenant w ith the U.S.
Air Force,and his wife Barbara in July of 1988 were
selected to host the wives of Admiral William J. Crowe
Jr. and MarshalSergey F. Akhromeyev during the
dignitaries'
visit of Ellsworth Air Foroe Basel S.D.
Douglas is currentlyattending IntelligenceOfficer
School at GoodlellowAFB. Texas, and in February
will lake an assignment with the Soviet Awareness"
BriefingTeam at Bolling AFB in Washington.D.C.
Heidi Broke '82 Foster residesin Irv ing. Texas.
Marc Nander Mculcn '82 is mapping vvith Holland
Engineering Inc. He also continues to work on
computer programming skills in his spare time.
Carl Young "82 is a mieropalcontologisiworking

John Beery '84

in February was named assistant
ice-presidenl-inveslment
department vvith Chemical
Bank & Trust Company in Midland. Mich. Chemical '
Bank & Trust Company is the lead bank of Chemical
FinancialCorporation,a multi-bank holding company
headquartered in Midland.
Jeanne Redingcr'84 Fries is owner and manaaerof
•he land-surveyingoffice for Advanced Survey and
Map. utlizing computer-driven drafting,data and
computations.
Michael Miller '84 has joined the dental practiceof
Dr. Thomas A. Berard in Manistee. Mich.
StephenUnderwood '84 isa specialty (running)shoes
consultant;a privaterunning coach and a semi-professionaldistance runner sponsored by Brooks Shoes.
Rick Ver Strate '84 is a geologistvvith MAECORP.
Inc. in Caledonia. Mich.
David Wilbur '84 is a plastics engineer at Wilbur
Products in Muskegon. Mich.
Suzanne De Vries '84 Zimmerman is employed as
an env ironmental scientist vvith SADAT Assoc, of
Princeton. N.J.
v

Christopher Meyers '85.ivanattorneywith Bernard.
Overton& Russell of Albany. N.Y.
Rex Romano "85 owns and operatesPro-Seal,a wood
deck and roof-sealingservicein Dallas. Texas.
is a video editor with
headquarters in Atlanta.Ga.
Elaine Broadfield '86 Hansen leaches special
education at McKinley Elementary School in
Dovvagiac. Mich.
Karen Euson '86 Coy is a Kindergarten teacher at
Kaisar Elementary School in Lynchburg. Va.
Steve Cramer '86 is the executive officer of
Headquarters and Headquarters Company. 2nd
Battalion.67th Armor in Friedberg.West Germany.
Karl De Loof '86. who joined the l!.S. Marine Corps
in January. 1989. has completed the School of Infantry.
fence,

CNN

Gregg Stickels '85

&

Bruce Hall '86 is employedvvith Deloitte Haskins
Sells in their Wellington. New Zealand office.His
appointment there ends in May. 1990. and he is
currentlyarranging a transfer to the company 's
Singapore office.
Susan Her wig '86

is assistant directorof billing
servicesat ProfessionalHealth Technologies Inc. at
Cardiff.Calif.

Robert Hoke ’86 was hired by the Departmentof
Metropolitan Development.City of Indianapolisin
June. 1987. Since April. 1988 he has been employ ed
as the facilities management applicationanalyst with
the IndianapolisMapping and GeographicInfrastructure System IMAGES).
(

Scott McCaw ’86 is head of the science department
and an instructorvvith Essex ChristianAcademy in
South Hamilton. Mass.
Holly Rabbai '86 is administratorof West Michigan
Environmental Action Council's (WMEAC) endowment in Grand Rapids. Mieh.
Paul Ritscma '86 is employed as law clerk for the
HonorableHugh Brenneman.Jr., a United Stales
magistrate in Grand Rapids. Mich He has accepted
an offer to begin as an associatein 1990 w ith the Grand
Rapids law firm of Miller.Johnson. Snell and

Cummiskey.
Randy Sch regard us "86 s a teacherol earth science
at Plymouth-Carver
IntermediateSchool. He is also
the cross country coach and assistant track coach for
i

grades seven through 12.
Cynthia Parsons '86 Swistak of Grandv illc. Mich,
is a sales representativefor Dun & Bradslreel
Receivable RecoverySystems, working in Grand
Rapids. Mieh. selling collectionsen ices lo businesses
in southwest Michigan.
Lisa Jurries '86 Waldorfis employ ed at a bookstore
calledAtticus.fulfilling her dream of learningthe
bookstore businessso that she can ev enluallyopen her

own store.
Kathy Chandler '87

is an elementary school
counselor for the Decatur.Alieh schools.She counsels
students form pre-school through sixth grade.
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Karin Curdlund '87 Cramer was iceeniK proinoicd
alcohol ami drug education coordinamr/ci\ilian
program coordinatorfor the Friedberg.West Germany,
U)

military

community.

David Hartt '87 is an operationsolTiccrwiththe U.S.
Coast Guard in Kodiak. Alaska, serving aboard the
ship Ironwood.
Don Hillebrands "87 performs as a magician for major
corporations.Holland (Mich.)-area restaurantsand
television.
Katherine Morden '87 Ldund is substitute teaching
at the Shelby. Whitehall and Montague High Schools.
Suzanne Mitchell '87 has recently been promoted to
assistant director of admissions at Hope College.
Jean Morris-Whewell '87 is working as a case
manager at Revenwood Mental Health Center in

Ohio.

Chardon.
Amy Doktor '87 Piersma

1989. Bloomfield. N..I.
Doualas Maat '88 and Shari Sped '87. July 29.
1989. Holland. Mich.
Mark McDowell '88, and Lana Wagner. Aug. 19.
1989. Britton.Mich.

Theodore Mortonson and Barbara Powe

'83.

Oct.

7. 1989.
Paul Mulderand Heather NoM'88. Aug. 12. 1989.
Holland. Mich.
Craia Piersma '87 and

Amy Doktor ‘87. June 17.

1989. '

Mark Rector '87 and Kay Block. Aug. 26. 1989.
Martin Walker '85 and Shelley Esman. Aug. 5.
1989. Kalamazoo.Mich.
ChristopherWhewell '87 and Jean Morris '87. June
17. 1989, Hudsonville. Mich.

.

of Grand Rapids. Mich, is
leaal secretaryfor the law firm of Varnum.
Riddering. Schmidt & Howlell. She also teaches
computerclassesfor Wyoming (Mich.) Community

births

a

Education.

Craig Piersma '87 is an account executive lor
Seyfenh & Associates Inc., a public relationsfirm.
Anne Marie Richards "87 is in London. England,
working toward her master'sdegree in marketing. She
plans to' finish her degree in March and relocate to the
United Slates.

Wendy Hunt

'87 Schregardusis a master'scandidate
Boston University'sCenter for Energy and
Environmental Studies,with a concentrationin water
in

resources.

Chuck Alex '88 is youth directorfor an inner-city
church in Chicago.III.
Wesley Celey '88 had sculpturesdisplayed in Faruk.
a gallery in the Campus Town Mall of East Lansing.
Mich.
Linn Gann '88 on Wednesday.Oct. 25 spoke at a
luncheon held to announce the new Hope College
Non-TraditionalWomen’s Scholarship Fund. Michigan
First Lady

Janet Blanchard also spoke at the luncheon.
Michelle’Perzee "88 teaches eighth grade math in
Brownsville, Texas.
Leslie Plaggemers ’88 has joined Uniroyal Plastics
Company as a quality analyst with the Adhesives and
Sealants Division.
Andy Richards'88 was the recipient of a fellowship
for graduate study at the University of Minnesota,
where he will pursue a master of fine arts degree.
Peggy Jencks '88 Rose is a member of the Bronson
(Mich.) Junior-SeniorHigh School staff. She leaches
English in both the junior high and senior high and
Spanish as an eighth grade exploratory class.
Joan Van Noord '88 is teaching high school special
education at Broughton High School in Raleigh, N.C.
Norman Bingham '89 is attendingBay lor University
in Texas.
Lorna Hoffs '89 of Redbuds. Calif,will be serving
in student ministrieswitlr the PresbyterianChurch in
Taiwan through June.
Carol Johnson '89. a first-year student at Western
Theological Seminary, on Wednesday.Oct. 25 spoke
at a luncheon held to announce the new Hope College
Non-TraditionalW'omen's Scholarship Fund. Michigan
First Lady Janet Blanchard also spoke at the luncheon.
Michelle Tate '89 during the summer was the First
female driver for Mac Wood's Dune Rides in the Silver
Lake (Mich.) dunes.

marriages
James DeCou and ChristineZuidema '86. Aug. 12.
1989, Holland. Mich.
Garrett Ellison and Catherine Heise '79. Feb. 21.
1987.
Charles Evenhouseand Heather Bolks 88 . J une 6.
1989. Canoga Park. Calif.
John Faber and Rhonda Dreyer '88. Aug. 19. 1989,
'

Evan 'S3 and Nancy Brumm '83 Boole. Camerone
Lynn. Oct. 12. 1989.
Doualas '82 and Barbara Deuileh. Sarah Theresa.
Feb. 7? 1989.
Tom and Cindv Simmons '85 Jameson. Rebecca
Rose. July 14. 1989.
Richard '81 and Karen Kuhn. Da|ld William. Aug.
20. 1989.
Glenn '80 and Tamara Luther. Hope Jacquelynn.
Nov. 28. 1988.
Robert and Beth Bischoff '80 Margie. Melissa Ly nn.
.26. 1989.
Peter '77 and Meri Shinia '76 Morse. Allison

Sept.

Meredith. June 5. 1989.
Richard '86 and Ann Bower '85 Muenger. Mary
Margaret-Ann.Sept. 18. 1989.
Joe and Renee Alarcon '86 N ix . Brent Joseph. May
13. 1989.
Brian '82 and Margaret Visser'83 Rideout. Charles
Robert. Jan. 29. 1989.
Galen and Barbara Vis '76 Stanley.Kalhrine
Viruinia.Aug. II. 1989.
Robert '81 and Chery l Norman '81 Stearns.
Matthew Ryan. April 29. 1989.
Charles j'r. and Man Meade '74 Sutton. Elizabeth
Ann. Oct. 9. 1989.
David and Kathv Beck '81 Tuttle. David Arthur Roy.
July 20. 1989.
Robert and Nancy

MacKinnon 78 Van Ark.
Kenneth Edward. June II. 1989.
Duane '84 and Ginger Hawkins '84VandenBrink,
Stuart Lee. Sept. 26. 1989.
Jim and Diane Sadler '81 Vander Maas. Tyler James.
Aug. 8. 1989.
Douglas '80 and Katherine Beuker '78 Van Der
Meulen. MichaelBeuker. Aug. 16. 1989.
David '78 and JenniferParker '79 Wissink. Gregoo'

1989. HollandT Mich.
Harold Lay '68 and Marilyn Joan Mariani. May 6.

Sur\ iving are his wife, of Spencer: his son. ofNew
York. N.Y. This daughter and son-in-lawol'Catonsville.
Md.: two brothers.Kenneth of Spencer and Clarence
of Milford. Iowa: two sisters. Marie Deathcragc of
Clinton. Iowa and Lucille Cook of Spirit Lake. Iowa:
eight grandchildren:two great-grandchildren:
and
many other relatives and friends.
Ida

Vander/.alm'35 Nieuwknop died

Carol Conklin ‘75. Bachelorof music. Westminster
Choir College. Princeton. N.J.. May. 1989.
Robert Hoke '86. master of public affairs. Indiana
University School of Public and Environmental
Affairs.Dec.. 1988.
Glenn Luther '80, master'sof science,anesthesiolosy. Union University Graduate School of Health
Sciences. Oct.. 1989.
Paul Rilscma'86. ValparaisoUniversity of Law.
May. 1989.

deaths

Brigance.
Victor Notier ’37 of Grand Rapids. Mich, died
Wednesday. Nov. 8 in Blodgett MemorialMedical
Center. He was 74.
Following his graduation from Hope he earned his
medical degree and practiced medicine in Grand
Rapids for a number of years.
Survivors include his wife. Dorothy: a daughter,
Vicky Nolan of Grand Rapids; two grandchildren:a
brother. Robert Notierof Holland. Mich.: and a sister.
Joyce Wayman of Douglas. Mich.
on

Gerrit Rezelman "29 of Orange City. Iowa died on
Monday. Oct. 2. 1989. He was 83.
A pastor, he had served the following RCA churches:
North Blendon in Hudsonville. Mich.: Williamson.
N.Y.: North Marion and Litchville.N.D.: Pella in
Adams. Neb.: Emmanuel in Whitby. Ontatio:Bethany
in Canton.S.D.: and Bethel in Edmonton. Alberta.
He is survived by four daughters
Maria Stadt.
Agnes Languis. Esther Den Hartog and Ruth Popescu.

—

Ruth Hoekstra '25 Vander Ven of South Bend.
Ind. died on Sunday. Nov. 19. 1989 in South Bend.

SECONDARY EDUCATION: Major responsibilities
will

be to teach secondary methodologyclasses,

provide leadershipto the secondary program and to work closely with prospective secondary teachers.

Secondaryteaching experience and doctorate or doctoral candidate -prelerTed.(Lamont Dirkse)

FRENCH: Ph.D. required.Demonstratedexcellence in teaching, ability to
education. (JudithA. Motiff)

MATHEMATICS: Two

non-tenure track positions:one is for one year and the other is for two years.
Ph.D. preferred;a master's degree with teaching experience accepted. Application processing begins

Jan. I. (Richard Vandervelde)
positions:
(

I

)

Director of Choral Activities. Will direct one or more choirs,administrate

choral directingexperience and good administrativeskills. Terminal degree preferred:(2) Theory

Following severalyears as a high school and college
entered’thebusiness world with Mobil Oil
Company as manager of sales trainingfor 12 years.
Thereafter,for 20 years,he was affiliated with Central
Soya in Fort Wayne. Ind. as executive directorof
manpower recruitment and development.
He concluded his businesscareer as assistant to the
presidentof MeridianMutual Insurance Company in
Indianapolis.Ind. He was then appointed deputy
director of the Indiana Commission on Aging for live
years, following which he was executive directorof

Coordinator and Organ Teacher. Administrate theory program, and teach one or more theory courses.
Teach organ, perform and function as College organist.Compositionskills also desirable.Graduate
study in theory and pedagogy and organ performance experience necessary. Ph.D. preferred.Dec. 31
closing date. (Robert A. Ritsema)

POLITICAL SCIENCE: Ph.D.
be

in

Americangovernment.

public

preferred.One-year, non-tenure track position.Primary expertiseshould

Fields of particular interest to us arc

publicpolicy, state and local government,

administration,urban politics, methodologyand minority politics. Interested persons should have

expertise in two of these fields and ability to teach in

four.

of them. (Jack E. Holmes)

PSYCHOLOGY: One-year, non-tenure track opportunityto teach Abnormal Psychology
Psychologyin

a

DESCRIPTION: Hope

College is a Christian coeducational, residentialliberal arts college affiliated

with the Reformed Church in America;has more than 2.7(H)students and more than 170 faculty;is a

member

of the

Great Lakes Colleges Association;is accreditedby NCA.
a city

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS: Abilityto combine excellence in classroom

TWO

teaching with scholarly

other appropriateprofessionalactivity; commitment to the characterand goals of

a

liberal arts college

with a Christian perspective^

RANK AND SALARY: Tenure
qualifications
and experience.

track with rank open, unless specified.Salary dependent upon

^_

on Dec.

1

.

unlessspecified.Submit

curriculum vitae, transcriptsand three references to:
Chairperson (above)
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of 30.000 on Lake Michigan.130 miles from Chicago.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Consideration Of applicantsbegan

call

and Introductory

department whose facultyconsistsof nine experienced teacher/schoiarsand graduates

approximately 50 psythologymajors per year. (James P. Motiff)

or

summer months?

Hope will have several two-bedroom apartments available to
from May 21 - Aug. 12.

teach all levels of French

language and literature,with emphasis on 19th and 20th Century French literatureand or foreignlanguage-

teacher, he

for the

1990-91

choralprogram, teach in related areas (church music, conducting, music history). Must have successlul

Simon Heemstra ’24 of Berne. Ind. died on
Saturday. Sept. 30. 1989. He was 87.
He was bom in Alton. Iowa on July 16. 1902 and
attended Northwestern Preparatory Academy in Iowa
before attending Hope.

Michigan

rent

Hope College Conference Services
394-7860.

at (616)

Manton.

1

FACULTY POSITIONS FOR

MUSIC: Two

Consider Hope College as your destination.

For more information

ol

Mich, died on Wednesday. Sept. 20. 1989 at her home.
She was 75.
She grew up in Grand Haven. Mich, and moved to
Manton in 19.37. She was a schoolteacher for
/36-and-one-halfyears before retiring in 1976.
She was a member oflhe Manton United Methodist
Church,the United Methodist Women, the Michigan
and National Education Associations and the Retired
Teachers Association.
She is survived by her husband. Cornelius: two
sons. David Nieuwkoop "XI of Kentwood.Mich, and
Dr. Anthony Nieuwkoop '78 (assistant professor of
biology at Hope) and his wife. Ann. of Holland.
Mich' :'a daughter.Mrs. Keith (JoAnn) Kovac of Niles.
Mich.; one brother.James VandcrZalm of Grand
Haven: three sisters. Ethel VandcrZalm "37 Kozak of
Manton.Margaret Long'ofVashonIsland. Wash, and
Dorothy Jullic of Grand Haven: and four grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by a sister. Marie

LeRoy Natlress ’27 of Spencer, lima died on
Saturday. Oct. 21. 1989. He was 91,
After graduating from Hope he attended New
Brunswick Theological Seminar)in New Jersey until
the stock market crashed. He completed his studies at
, McCormick Theological Seminary in Chicago.III.
He began his pastorateserving Old Saratoga
Reformed Church in Sehuylerville.N.Y. He afso
served American in Orange Cits. Iowa: Miraloma
Community Church in San Francisco.Calif. : and Park
Hills Community Church in Los Angeles. Calif.
He also served as interim pastor for Mayfair
ReformedChurch in Lakewood. Calif. . and served as
interim and associate pastor of Emmanuel Reformed
Church in Paramount. Calif.
During World War II he served as a chaplain with
the U.S. Army, serving 18 months in the Pacilic
Theatre. He received the Bronze Star for service and
courage beyond the call of duty.
He also served on the staff of Northwestern College
in Orange City. Iowa, holding the positions ol college
pastor, director of admissions, registrar and professor
of religion.
His membershipshad included the American
Legion. Lions. Kiwanis and Rotary organizations,and
The ChristianAction Commissionoflhe RCA. In 1976
he published a hook. America Get Hock in God.

advanced degrees

SNOWBIRDS
to migrate to

man.

Gloria Diehl '48 McCasky ol'Toluca.III. died on
Saturday. Nov. II. 1989. She was 63.
She was born on April 9. 1926. in Slrcator.III.,a
daughter of Carl and Leta Carroll Diehl. She married
Charles E. McCasky on Dec. 19. 1948 in Toluca.
He survives.
She taught in the elementary school system in
Peoria.III. foroneycarandfor3()\earxin theWenona
school system, retiring in 1983. She was a member of
St. John Lutheran Church.
In addition to her husband, she is survived by one
daughter. Joan Comincioli of Gridley. III.: one son.
Jeffrey McCasky ol'Toluca:and four grandchildren.
She was preceded in death by her parents and one
half-brother.

NASM. NLN; and is located in

Are you going

they

Karl. Feb. 28. 1989.

1

Holland. Mich.
Gilbert Heidema '89 and Adrienne Thomas '89.
Aug. 12. 1989. Holland. Mich.
Craia Herman '86 and KristenHenrickson '88. May
20. 1989. Whitehall. Mich.
Glen Hilbertand Lisa Civilet.te '83. July I. 1989.
Peter Kent and Janice Weitz '15. Sept. 23. 1989.
Minneapolis. Minn.
Thomas G. Keppcler and Mary Soeter '82. May 20.
1989
KenlKriveJr. '89 and ChristineStone '89. July 15.
1989. Muskegon. Mich.
Todd Lanting '88 and Jill Anderson '88. July 8.

He married Irma Slrassburgcron May 14. 1931. and
had tw o children.LeRoy Jr. '54 and Judith Ann.
Following Irma's death, he married Gladys Kuppel-

the Indiana Association ol Homes lor the Aging Inc
for It) years.
In 1945. he establishedthe Dutch Mill Restaurant
in Bluflion.Ind. He was also active in community and
church affairs.
He is survived by his wife. Grace: a son. Ted ^
HeemstraofFort Wayne. Ind.: a daughter.Mrs. Hayes
(Nancy) Yeager of Youngstown.Ohio: three sisters.
Mrs. Dick (Dorothy) DcHoogh of Pella.Iowa. Mrs.
Morris (Eldora) Klinger of Denver. Colo, and Mrs.
Vince (Harriet)Tremoglie of Santa Ana. Calif.: three
grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Preceding him in death were his First wife. Garnet,
and a brother.Rev. Peter Heemstra.

Hope College
Holland. Ml 49423
(616) 392-5111

'

'

,

v,

HOPE COMPLIES WITH FEDERAL AND STATE REQUIREMENTS FOR NONDISCRIMINATIONIN EMPLOYMENT. Applications are strongly encouraged from women

persons.

and minority
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She was 85.
Bom on June 14, 1904 in Graafschaap, she lived in
South Bend since 1986, coming from Keego Harbor,
Ind.

She taught school for 20 years in the Clawson
School System. After graduating from Hope she
earned her master’sdegree from the University of

RICH HERITAGE.

Michigan.
Surviving are a daughter,Mary Schwark of Orchard
Lake, Mich.; three sons, Tom VanderVen of South Bend;
Ned VanderVen of Pittsburgh, Pa. and Jack VanderVen
of Altoona, Pa. ; 10 grandchildren;
one great-grandchild;
and a sister,Esther Hyink of Villisca, Iowa.

BRIGHT FUTURE

Leon J. Van Zoeren ’38 of Oak Park, 111 , died on
Uiesday, Oct. 31 in Oak Park Hospital following an
apparent heart attack.He was 74.
Bom in Vriesland on June 18, 1915, to Jacob G.J.
Van Zoeren and ElizabethLeestma, he was a graduate
of Zeeland (Mich.) high school and was a veteran of
World War II.

HOPE COLLEGE

Surviving are several nieces,nephews and cousins
Zeeland area.

in the

ALUMNI
FUND

Lawrence Veenstra’54, pastor of the Second
Reformed Church inTarrytown, N. Y. died on Friday,
Aug. 18, 1989. He was 60.
A Muskegon (Mich .) High School graduate, in 957
he receiveda master'sdegree in divinity from Western
TheologicalSeminary. After leavingthe area, he was
pastorat churches in South Haven, Mich.; Warren,
Mich.; Harrington, N.J. and Spring Valley, N.Y.
He left the ministry and worked in sales for both
WKBZ and
radio stations in Muskegon for a
time, returningto the ministryin 1985 and becoming
pastor of the Old First ReformedChurch in Brooklyn ,
N.Y, He was also a member of AMBUCS of

Kicfi

Jferitpgt

‘Bright 'future

1

Alumni support - an
investment in the minds,
lives, and potential

WQWQ

young people.

of

Muskegon.
He is survived by his wife, Anna; his mother, Lili
Veenstra of Muskegon; a son, Alexander of Spring

Goal
$1,100,000

Lake, Mich . and three sons from a previous marriage,
Kenneth Veenstra,Steven Otto and David Otto, all of
the West Michiganarea; and two sisters, Lois
Heitkamp of Big Rapids, Mich, and Constance
Fabunmi of Minneapolis, Minn.

sympathy

to

The family and friends of Edward S. Avison , who
was a professorof speech at Hope College from 1945
to 1950 and died on Sunday, Nov. 5, 1989. He was 84.
In additionto teachingat Hope he also taughtat the
College ofWooster, Purdue Universityand Northeastern State University.At Hope he foundedthe “Little
Theatre.”

Wm.

In 1952, he became a statewide representativein
adult education for the University of Kansas, where
he remained until his retirementin 1974.
He is survived by his wife of 60 years, Alberta;twin
daughters, Elizabeth A. Swenson of Lawrenceville,
III. and Mary A. McKean of Miami, Fla.; eight
grandchildrenand eight great-grandchildren.
The family of Gary D. BuIIer of Gun Lake, Mich. ,
who died in an automobile accidenton Thursday, Nov.
2. He was 48.
One of his sons, Randy, 19, is a sophomoreat Hope
and a starting safetyon the Hope College football
team. Bullet had been on his way to meet Randy and
his other son, Rick, a student at MichiganState
University, for

a

goose-hunting trip in the Allegan State

Game Area when the accident occurred.
He was the executive directorof the Consumer
Products Sales Division of Upjohn Company, where
he had been employedfor 22 years . His memberships
includedPhi Kappa Psi, Ducks Unlimited Inc. and the
Gun Lake Community Church. He was an Eagle Scout
of the Boy Scouts of America,and served as a
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scoutmaster.
He served with the U. S Army Medical Corps , and
was an avid sportsman, enjoying hunting and fishing.
He is survived by his wife, Sandy, his two sons,
his parents, one brotherand one sister,his parents-inlaw, a sister-in-law, and several nieces and nephews.
.

The familyand friends of Margaret Nyboer (Hope
Prep) Buurma, of Holland, Mich., who died on
Fnday, Sept. 22, 1989. She was 89.
She was bom in the Netherlands, the daughter of
the late John and Grace Nyboer. The family moved to
Holland when she was a child.
She attended Holland Christian schools and also
Hope Preparatory School. Before her retirement,she
worked in the officeof the Holland Racine Shoe
Company for several years. She was preceded in death
by her husband, Carl A. Buurma, in 1971.
She was a member of the Fourth ReformedChurch,
the Loyal Class,theWomen'sGuild and the Afternoon
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Surviving are her children,Clarence ’65 and Dory
Buurma of Mescalero, N.M., the Rev. Allen ’61 and
Linda Buurma of Somerville, N.J., Roger and Patty
Buurma of Spring Lake, Mich., and Paul '50 and
Gladys Buurma '56 Lupkes of Rapid City, S.D.; 18
grandchildrenand 18 great-grandchildren;
three
brothers.Dr. Robert Nyboer ’49 of Fullerton,Calif.;
Dr. Andrew G. Nyboer '39 of Rockford, 111. and Dr.
Jan Nyboer ’28 of Grosse Pointe, 111.;five sisters,
Mrs. Emil (Alice, prep ’16) Halverson, Mrs. Nick
(Henrietta) Klungle, Mrs. Ray (Wilma) Hilbink,Mrs.
Barkley (Ruth) Omans, and Mrs. Willis (Lois)
Klausen, all of Holland; and a sister-in-law, Mrs. Gus
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PLEASE MAIL YOUR ALUMNI FUND GIFT TODAY

(Berle)Danielson in Florida.
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quake

“Pretty Big One” - was big

- the

me on the bus was five minutes from being
underneath the section of freeway that
collapsed in Oakland.
And the aftershocks rolled on, jolting me
to the point where I would imagine the
ground moving or to where a truck barrelling past the window would startle me.
But as time has passed and the aftershocks become less frequent, I have been
able to develop a new perspective to help
me cope with the aftermath. I never will

miles across the city as the bus got stuck

by Doug

Holm

in

’86

heavy

traffic

made worse without

stoplights.My apartment was a mess, but
in one piece. Everything was on the floor,

A

t

first I laughed.

Then

1

held on to a

_/\_doorframe for what seemed an eternity. Now I consider myself pretty lucky.
It was just after 5 p.m. on Tuesday
afternoon, Oct. 17, when the Loma Prieta
earthquakerumbled through the San
Francisco Bay area with an intensitynot felt
here since the famous 1906 shaker. 1 felt
every one of its 7.1 Richters, rocking,
rolling and swaying from the fourth floor
of a downtown San Franciscooffice
building. It was 15 seconds I’ll remember
for the rest of

my

life.

This quake, the experts say, wasn’t the

Big One. But the Pretty Big One — as it
— and all its
unnerving aftershocks have been bad
enough. As friends asked me over longdistance telephonelines: “Well, is this
enough to make you want to move back
has been dubbed locally

home?”
Californians rationalizeliving amid the
aftershocks by comparing them to hurricanes or tornadoes. Having only

moved

to the Bay Area three years ago from
native Michigan, I’m able to

my

them that
there is one big difference. People can be
warned of a hurricane or a tornado; on Oct.
17 we had no such warning. Nor isit likely

we

tell

was

sitting at

my computer when

the

floor started rocking and the building
creaked.

Remembering that a

national

audience was tuning in to a World Series
game at San Francisco’s CandlestickPark,
I smiled thinking “Now the whole country
will see what an earthquakeis like.” A
thought that didn’t last long.
I

had

felt a

handful of earthquakes before:

one from the 27th floor of a downtown
building, and

I

a

fairly strong one in the

wee

crawled through the darkness to assess

the damage. I smelled for gas, but caught
only a whiff of wine. A full bottle had
splattered the kitchen and glass crunched
underfoot.

The horror of what happened didn’t hit
until I was able to call my parents in
Michigan more than three hours after the
quake. My mother held the phone up to
their televisionand I heard Dan Rather talk

me

about

a

fire in San Francisco, a broken

Bridge and

a

forget the eerie silence after the quake, the

darkened city a few hours later, or the
images of destruction from the television.
And I certainly am still fearful of another
devastating temblor in which I’ll be less

Bay

collapsed freeway in Oakland.

A chill went down my back and I felt
nauseated.
Hearing it on the network news made it
worse. It seems as if all the disastersI see
on television happen in far-off places like
Mexico City, Bhopal or Armenia, and I can
turn them off with a flick of the wrist. But
this disaster happened here, and another
could happen at any moment. Why had I
ever moved here?
I

was able to pick up the physical pieces

quickly as the electricityreturned
it has
taken longer to fully recover. I spent a day
or so glued to the television, mesmerized
by the same images that were beamed

lucky.
But, as a woman on the phone from Los
Angeles told me a week after the quake,
we have to go on living.We can’t let our
lives be ruled by something over which we
have no control, she said. After what I’ve
been through,that makes some sense.
As I stood waiting for a bus in the
shocking first moments after the quake, I
kept thinking I was a sitting duck. Another
quake could roll through downtown San

Franciscoand I could be hit by debris or
meet some other horrible fate. But I now
realize it could happen at any time. I always
am a sitting duck.
The nation seems to think that Bay Area
residents are crazy and flaky, personality
traits often explainedas the result of their
fragileexistence on the edge of a major
earthquake fault. I don’t know if that is true,
but I do know that these people are well on
the way back.
On The Sunday After, I wandered into
sunny Golden Gate Park near my apartment
to catch part of a free concert by the San
FranciscoSymphony and Opera Chorus to
benefit earthquake victims.
I scanned the crowd as Beethoven’s Ninth

Symphony

rang out across a large field.

Couples played frisbee. Sprinting dogs
skirted the crowd. Three little boys tried to
tackle their father. When the concert ended,
the audience applauded enthusiastically,
joined by one or two barking dogs. A
reaffirmation of life between the aftershocks.
I too may

be crazy, but I think I’m

going

to stay here a littlelonger.^

fairly

within eight hours of the quake. But

coast-to-coast.
I

ever will.

I

and

enough

didn’t sleep well. I expected the

to cave in
within

a

when two major

ceihng

aftershocks hit

couple hours of one another in the

middle of The Night After. I was sure the
end was near.
Aclock tower with its hands stuck at 5:04
p.m. and its flagpole bent greeted me when
I returned to work two days after the quake.
Everyone was asking one another where
they were when it happened. A co-worker’s
wife was on the Bay Bridge, heading toward
the section that collapsed. A man behind

Other Hope Connections
— like Jo Peterson '73
U.S. GeologicalSurvey in Palo Alto, Calif.
She was biking home when the earthquakehit.
In a letter to Dr. J. Cotter Tharin, professorofgeologyatHope, she wrote “First,
the houses I could see were shaking wildly, about like a cheerleader pompom or
something,and the trees were also waving all over the place. The cars were jiggling
about like they were trying to drive over a bowl of jello.”
’ “The wavelengthof the waves must have been relativelyshort because my body
was not going the same way my hand on the tree (against which she leaned) was
going. I got the feeling that the motion was directed east-west.”
National coverage of the earthquake made much of the fact that the famed Golden
Gate Bridge survivedthe destruction intact. The bridge was designed by the late
Clifford E. Paine ’ll, who as principle assistantengineerwas also involved in
Several alumni have settled in the San Franciscoarea

Vitanye,

its

who

is a geologist with the

construction.

hours of the morning that shook me out of

my sleep and left me quivering in my bed.
But this dwarfed them all.
Some people dove under desks, others
stood in door frames as the movement
intensified,like a boat rocking in another
boat’s wake. Fifteen seconds never lasted
longer, and even then we weren’t sure the
quake was over.
I peered out a window to see dust rising
from down the block where part of the top
story of an old three-floor building had
collapsed into the street. Shattered glass

Doug Holm '86 is staff writer for
McMahan Real Estate Advisors Inc. in San
Francisco. He wrote for news from Hope
College while a Hope Student.

TWENTY FOUR

r\

‘Winter

from a blown-out window in our building
littered another street. Stunned people who
had just left work milled about. Then the
f.. electricity
went out.
I was lucky. I wasn’t driving on a freeway
or a bridge. I wasn’t on the street watching
high-rises tremble and debris fall. I wasn’t
stuck below ground waiting for a sijbway.
And I wasn’t 75 miles to the south at the
epicenter of the quake where damage was
the worst. I was in a downtown high-rise
made relativelysafe by strict building
codes. When we evacuated the building, I
had no idea of the quake’s severity. I wanted
to hurry home to catch the World Series.
It took more than two hours to go seven
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"MysteriousHappenings " • "From Russia With Love: The Hope College Chapel Choir Tours the Soviet
Rendezvous With History • Basketball against Adrian College. See the schedule on page 4 for details.

"A Vision of India " •

Union”
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